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I

LUCERO RECEPTION

IN FIRE

JANUARY

WIF?E

TELEGRAPH

1iiF DAILY KAMM
The "Man Higher Up"
Has the Farthest
to Fall.

FRVI

9, 1912.

CITY

EDITION.

POSTPONED

BALTIMORE

GETS DR. WILEY ADMITS MAN

The receptioni t0T Secretary of State
elect Antonio Lucero, which was to
have beert given this evening in the
Normal University auditorium by the
HE
TO
faculty and students of that institu
tion, has been postponed until Satur
day evening. This was made neces
sary by the enforced absence of Mr
Lucero, who was obliged to go to
Santa Pe to take the oath of office
The plans for the reception will be DEMOCRATS WILL GATHER
IN VETERAN
GUARDIAN OF PURE FRANK HOLLOWAY TELLS THE
worked out in greater detail and the
THAT CITY TO SELECT CANDIFOODS IS CALLED BEFORE
CHICAGO
POLICE
HE 18 A
affair is sure to be the more enjoy
DATE
FOR
PRESIDENT.
COMMITTEE.
HOUSE
ROBBER
AND
MURDERER.
able on account of its postponement
The board of regents ot the Normal
held a meeting last night and granted
THE HONOR CAME PRETTY HIGH GIVES
EXPERT
TESTIMONY HELPED ROD CANADIAN DANK
Mr. Lucero, who is head of the depart
other valuable records were destroyed ment of Spanish, an Indefinite leave
President Lovett of the Harrlman of absence. He will continue to be THE AYSTER CITY GAVE $100,000 ADVISES PEOPLE TO EAT MORE DECLARES HE WAS MEMBER OF
lines said that, as all of the Union and head of the department but Miss Pa- FOR THE BIG POLITICAL
COMMON YELLOW SUGAR AND
GANG THAT LOOTED INSTITUSouthern Pacific securities held In the pen, who has been engaged as in
GATHERING.
BEET PRODUCT.
TION IN BRITISH COLUMBIA.
PRAISES
treasury were kept outside the city structor, will have charge of the
the monetary loss to the railroads classes.
would be small.
WILL
BEGIN ON JUNE 25 THE "DICK TO DICK" EPISODE KILLED ONE OF HIS PALS
TORPEDO

THE NATIONAL

THAT BEST ROYS HOM EOF

CONVENTION

CONFESSES

IS GROWING

NUMEROUS

TOUCHY

CRIMES

EQUITAp LE LIFE IN GOTHAM
NINE STORY STRUCTURE
IN HEART OF BUSINESS

DISTRICT IS CONSUMED

Horrified Crowds See Roof Cave Into
Street Taking With It Three
Faithful Watchmen.

BOATS

KANSANS NOT EXCITED

Hutchinson, Kan., Jan. 9. Voters
of the Seventh district have shown
little excitement over the congres
sional campaign which will end with
the election today of a successor
the late Representative E. H. Madison. The republicans of the district
are united in their support of Judge
F .L. Martin and the democrats are
standing by G. A. Neeley, who was
the opponent of Madison at the la3t
election.

SAFE.

Washington, Jan. 9. All but two
the Mayrant and McCall of the 14
United States torpedo boat destroyers
caught in the terrific storm at sea
late last week while engaging In
war game en route to Guantanamo,
Cuba, are accounted for, according to
a dispatch from Rear Admiral Wins
low, commanding the second division
of the Atlantic fleet which has been
sweeping the seas in search of the
vessels. Seven of the destroyers are
at Bermuda, the Terry in the Hamp
ton Roads and the Roe en route to
Hampton Roads.

NOT MEET REPRESENTATIVE HUMPHREY
WILL
RAIGNS DEMOCRATS FOR
UNTIL AFTER REPUBLICANS
ABANDONING PROBE.
HAVE FINISHED WORK.

UNTERRIFIED

IN A

AR-

Washington, Jan. 9. Dr. H. W. WiWashington, Jan. 9 The democratic
national convention will be held in ley, the government food guardian, Is
Baltimore, beginning Tuesday, June getting thin skinned. He admitted it
25. The choice was made late today today to the house committee which is
by the democratic national committee trying to fix the respjonsibility for
after a spirited contest and after rep last summer's high prices of sugar.
resentatives of Baltimore, St. Louis, Chairman Hardwick was trying to
Chicago, Denver and New York had lead Dr. Wiley from the path of a proFIRE CHIEF IS AMONG THE MISSING
presented the claims of these cities in tective tariff into the tariff for reveDIDN'T COST MUCH.
nue only channel.
detail.
Globe, Ariz., Jan. 9. It cost George
Dr. Wiley showed the committee
FRENCH MINISTER RESIGNS
Two ballots were taken. On the first
W. Hunt, $1,084 to be elected govern
how
25
9.
De
M.
received
sugar is tested by the polariscope.
ballots;
Jan.
Baltimore
ballot
min
Paris,
Selves,
With His Men William Walsh Was Working Upon an Upper Floor or of the new
state of Arizona, accord Ister of foreign affaire in the cabinet St. Louis, 19; Chicago, 3; Denver, 6; He urged people to eat more common
When Falling Timbers Carried Him Out of Sight--ing to a statement which Mr. Hunt of Premier Caillaux. resigned today and New York 1. On the second bal- yellow sugar and praised beet sugar.
forwarded today to the territorial sec because
"Would the price of 74 cents a
of a difference with the pre lot the vote for Baltimore was made
Priest Bisks His Life to Administer Sacraretary at Phoenix. Contributions to mier. Another
unanimous.
pound
charged for sugar during the
resignation of a cab
the democratic campaign committee
The first business transacted today rise in that product have been lowered
ment to a Dying Man Total Loss
inet minister was rumored in the
accounted for $400; another $200 went
senate this evening when it was stat by the democratic national committee if there were no beet sugar on the
to the hotels and restaurants.
is Estimated at $15,000,000.
The ed that Minister of
market?" asked Representative Fort-neJustice Jean was to decide that the convention
railroads received $180 for fares and
af
one
week
June
held
25,
should
be
Cruppd had given up his portfolio.
newspapers $134 for subscriptions.
"No," was the reply.
ter tne repuDiican national conveu
A sharp attack on the democrats for
tion. At this time the place of the
New York, Jan. 9 The great marble them and
scaling ladders were run up.
convention had not been determined, abandoning the investigation of the
nine story building of the Equitable Rescuers got as high as the fourth
(8L Louis was working hard to over "Dick to Dick" episode was made in
.Life Assurance society at 120 Broad- floor when the watchmen, their forms BELOVED
VEfiA?
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
the house today by Representative
come
the Baltimore lead.
way, the home of the MercantU Trust outlined
the glare of the
Members of the oommlttee were late Humphrey of Washington.
comTrust
tne
were
seen
to
and
kneel
flames,
Equitable
company,
pray
Mr. Humphrey said: "The investigaIn assembling, due to the fact that the
pany, the banking house ot Kountze and then, as the corner of the buildWOMAN
DEAD
had continued tion has been abandoned and the real
Jackson
banquet
day
9.
ses"
Jan.
in
Senate
Washington,
Brothers, the Mercantile Safe Deposit ing on which they were standing fell,
until an early horn-- today. It was al- reason is because the testimony of
ston at 2 p. m.
company and the Harrlman lines, was they jumped to the street. The BreWil those witnesses was not what they
Lorimer election committee ques most 4 o'clock this morning when
men on the scaling ladders had diffidestroyed early today by fire.
liam Jennings Bryan" finished his ad wanted."
MRS. N. O. HERMANN WAS PROMI. tioned Edward Hines.
Four men are known to bo dead and culty in making their way back to the
the din
NENT IN CHURCH,
LODGE
Trust hearings were resumed by dress and a later hofive injured in the fire and several per- streets. Deputy Fire Chief William
ner guests quit the banquet hall in a
AND SOCIAL CIRCLES
the interstate commerce commission.
sons are missing, Including Battalion Walsh and five firemei. were caught
LORIMER DECLARES
HE
frame of mind.
Robert Bonynge of Colorado resign jubilant
Chief Walsh. The fire was still burn- when a section of floor in an upper
Denver made the first bid for the
townshome
of
our
The
well
known
ing in the debriB in the basement of story gave way. The firemen man- man Mr. N. O. Hermann was visited ed from monetary commission.
convention. Charles F. Franklin of DID NOT USE DRIDERY
National monetary
commission's
the building this afternoon. Conserva- aged to reach a window ledge from
told the committee that Den
that
4 o'clock this
at
stern
morning by the
final
to both ver city
report submitted
tive estimates of the damage placed which they were rescued by means of
offered reasonable and necessary
who
summoned
messenger
death,
houses.
a life line but when they looked back
the loss in the neighborhood of
expenses for the convention and prom
Senator Dupont spoke in advocacy ised to be liberal. Mr. Franklin as SENATOR ACCUSED OF GETTING
while others say the loss will Chief Walsh had disappeared in t.ne thence the devoted wife and mother,
HIS SEAT ILLEGALLY TAKES
Caroline
Mrs.
Schaettler
Hermann, of the bill to raise volunteer forces
run as high as $15,000,000.
smoking ruins.
serted that Denver could give the best
STAND IN OWN BEHALF
For
the
near
week
friends
her
past
of
discovthe
officer
to
war.
EquitJohnson
an
or
Commissioner
Fire
actual
during threatened
According
convention hall in the country.
had anticipated the pas'ng from
in
vaults
in
noon.
the
William
ered
Met
Giblin,
House:
at
deposit
the
president,
safety
great
able,
Chicago next had its innings and in
Washington, Jan. 9. Senator Loricommerce commission addition to defraying the expenses
the building contained last night se- vaults of the Mercantile Deposit com- earth of this much cherished neighInterstate
curities aggregating metween
pany, where he had gone in an at- bor and friend, whose Illness began decided to hold immediate hearings of the convention, offered a contribu mer took the witness stand in his
own defense at 3:15 o'clock this af
The vaults tempt to save some valuable papers. some two weeks ago.
and $300,000,000.
on Panama canal legislation.
tion of $40,000 to the democratic camternoon after the committee again had
Mrs. Hermann's early home was In
are believed to be intact. William Giblin was rescued after the firemen
commit
fund.
"Sugar trust" investigating
paign
Jhis announcement
the Chicago
St.
was
Mercantile
where
born
she
of
Louis,
the
bars.
steel
Augseveral
had sawed through
Giblin, president
tee heard Dr. Wiley on sugar tests.
caused a stir and apparently increased questioned Edward Hines,
of hearIn
lumberman.
anticipation
Safe Deposit company, was impris- With him was a watchman. Mr. Gib- ust 30, 1877, and her life was passed
was
Ways and means committee
Chicago's chances materially.
commitoned with three other employes in the lin was then taken to the Hudson there until after her marriage to Mr. urged to recommend another date
Baltimore's bid followed Chicago's, ing Lorimer's testimony the
vaults and was rescued after the fire- street hospital. He was very weak Hermann on the first day of June, than December 31 for reports under O. F. Hershey called out a storm of tee room was crowded, women being
1898, which event took place at
men had sawed through several two but in no immediate danger.
cheers when he drew from his pocket in the majority.
corporation tax law.
A man pinned under a mass of de"Did you ever pay any money or
Inch steel bars. One man is believed
Ky. Eleven years ago last DeAccounts committee filled the place a certified check for $100,000 and laid
to here lost his life in the vaults. bris near the vaults, received the last cember, Mr. and Mrs. Hermann came of "extra" stenographers
any thing of value to anybody for
to house it upon the table.
Hen-ecDeputy Fire Chief Walsh was impris- rites from Father McGean of the fire to Las Vegas, where they have since committee who struck because of reThe claims of St. Louis were pre- your election?" asked Attorney
Father McGean nearly made their home and won for themoned in the burning structure.
Lorimer.
for
department.
be
to
offered
nevt.
sented
That
city
duced pay.
The fire was in the heart of the fin- lost his life when administering the selves the large circle of friends who
"I did not."
of Wash- more liberal In appropriations for the
Humphrey
Representative
were
flames
him
away so keenly sorrow for her now.
ancial district and the
Mr.
rites, the firemen dragging
Lorimer then, in answer to
ever
than
but
work
convention
before,
ington attacked for abandoning ConMrs. Hermann is survived by two
fought mainly from the tops of tower-- just as a shower of bricks and stones
was
no
offered.
amount
categorically denied any
definite
questions,
troller Bay Inquiry.
ing' skyscrapers. Business was brought fell on the spot where he had been brothers and three sisters,
of
all of
for
M.
then
Edward
bribery.
knowledge
spoke
Tferney
Proposed visit to western reserva
almost to a complete standstill among kneeling.
whom reside in or near St. Louis,
New
soon
as
As
the
New
York
City.
deon Interior
Two porters in the Safe Deposit com- and leaves in her own home, besides tlona by committee
behanking and brokerage houses, whose
denounced in York bid was in, the committee
partment
expenditures
scene
the
reach
basenot
could
the
were
from
rescued
pany
employes
CHILDREN MAROONED IN
her husband, three children, Dorothy, debate as a
gan balloting.
"junket."
Financial ment when the sidewalk caved in. asred 1 2,
of their daily activities.
The committeed adopted a call for
8, and the little
Lucile,
aged
firms stopped business to care for the They were injured and removed to a boy, Richard, now 5 years of age.
delegates embodying the permissive
SNOW BOUND TRAIN
firemen.
hospital. The fire was finally confined Some four or five years ago Mr. and
plan of primaries and finally adTRIAL
PACKERS'
Most of the vital records of the to the Equitable building.
Mrs. Hermann burled a baby boy,
journed shortly before 4 o'clock.
The flames had the intensity of a Frederick.
Equitable Life Assurance society were
MEN WITH TEAMS AND SHOVELS
soblast furnace. The heavy floors of the
kept in the branch offices of the
Mrs. Hermann was an active mem
To Meet in the Armory.
ARE DIGGING THEIR WAY TO
several
AGAIN DELAYED
ciety in the Hazen building,
building buckled under the white heat ber of the First Presbyterian church
SCENE TODAY.
Baltimore, Md., Jan. 9. The demoblocks from the main offices. The flre and fell In while the walls crum- of
she
circles
from
whose
this
held
be
will
convention
national
city
cratic
block
bled and dropped piecemeal Into the
Equitable building occupies the
will be deeply missed. She was also
in the Fifth regiment armory, which
Cheyenne, Wyo., Jan. 9. A special
between Broadway and. Nassau streets streets. Part of the Brooklyn flre deFOR THE DEFENSE can accommodate more than 20,000 to the Tribune says three school chilATTORNEYS
East
in
of
the
Order
the
prominent
fire
and Pine and Cedar streets. The
partment was sent to aid in prevent- ern
MAKING BITTER ATTACK ON
i
Star where her qualities were
dren and five other passengers have
persons.
was first discovered on the ground ing the spread of the flames.
TESTIMONY
PRATT'S
valued.
been marooned for two days on a
highly
Saof
the Cafe
floor In a store room
With the exception of one insurance
EIGHT INSTANTLY KILLED.
She was devoted to her home and
snow bound passenger train of the
varin and carried by a draugnt of air building, the building of the Equitable
9. A determined ef
de9.
Jan.
& Encampment railroad near
Ruelle
loved
her
Chicago,
Sur
Jan.
ones,
Touvre,
highest
France,
finding
Saratoga
shot upward through an elevator itfe Assurance society had a greater
In the dut'es and occupations fort to have excluded from the record Eight steel molders met a horrible Midway.
Teams and men to shovel
light
floor.
to
the
flre
other
than
upper
valuation
assessed
any
shaft, setting
identified
evidence
in
were
11
of
and rescue the passenout
skill
and
death
others
al
the
and
her
home
train
documentary
the
seriously
circle,
by
A general alarm was turned in.
building in the financial district, the
In all domestic arts made the family by Witness Jerome H. Pratt and in jured today by the bursting of a gun gers are expected to reach the scene
A gale sweeping through the streets figures being $12,100,000.
to mold at the government naval arsenal today. Twenty cars of hay are stalled
drove the flames through the building
other occupants of the Equitable hearth the center of happiness for her volving several letters alleged
at Saratoga for which sheep at Wam-sutte- r
from end to end. Within two hours it building besides the Harrlman rail-wa- s loved ones and a place of genial hos contain pencil notations by J. Ogden near Angouleme.
and
Thomas
are said to be suffering.
Meeker
Arthur
task
Her
friends.
last
for
Armour,
a mass of flames and the firemen roads, were the executive offices of pltality
were working to prevent the flames the Western Maryland railroad, to- - was the decoration of the annual J. Conners, was made by counsel for
UNDESIRABLE CITIZENS.
STORM CAUSES A WRECK
Los Angeles, Jan. 9. The entire
from spreading to surrounding bui)fk gether with the law offices of Herbert Christmas tree for her children In the defense when the trial of the ten
N. Y.w Jan, 9L Passenresumed
was
today,
Dunkirk,
whose
she
entered
with
Chicago
in
were
Rnn.1n.1aw
t.
packers
and
nf
turned
alarms
of
SntterlPB
Morzan.
pleasures
Five
of
Doukhobars
p
consisting
colony
ings.
on
Lake Shore railroad's
at
was
the
made
the
The
motion
open
zest
gers
keenest
five tugs from the North and East and Alexander & Green.
about 12,000 professedly philosophic
eastbound,
The funeral service will be held at Ing of court and came at a moment anarchists, will be moved to Southern "Knickerbocker special"
rivers grouped themselves at a conThe offices of the Harrlman lines
when District
Attorney Wllkerson California from Saskatchewan, accord- received a severe shaking up, but esvenient dock and pumped volumes of which were in the building, were be-- ; the First Presbyterian church
at 2:30 o'clock, was preparing to read to the jury a ing to local Russians. Agents of the caped injury today when in a blindwater on the building.
moved to 165 Broadway. Every-- ! morrow afternoon
Three watchmen In the building he- - thing has been moved save the papers conducted by the pastor. Burial will number of documentary exhibits. The Doukhobars are expected to arrive ing snowstorm, the express crashed
A
large jury was excused and the entire here in a few days. .'he colony has into two freight engines, running
rolcally remained to fight the flames in the legal department. Many valu- - be in Masonic cemetery.
with th" flre extinguishers but they able records, including the autobiog- - company of sorrowing friends and! morning session was taken up with won notoriety in recent years because light near here. The engines were
were finally driven to the roof. Flre-- raphy of E. H. Harrlman, were there neighbors join In slncerest sympathy the arguments .of counsel on the sub- - of numerous conflicts with the Domin- demolished land three members of
Tuen made a heroic attempt to save and it was believed that these and with the bereaved family.
ion authorities.
their crews were slightly hurt.
Ject.
A

y.
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DISPUTE OVER DIVISION OF
HE PUT CONFEDERATE OUT OF THE WAY.

SPOILS

Chicago, Jan. 9. Frank Holloway,
aged 32, who is also known under different names, confessed to the police
today that he was concerned In two
bank robberies, one at Panama and
one at New Westminster, B. C, in
which $450,000 was stolen. He also
said he was wanted for two murders
and for many robberies in Oklahoma.
The man was arrested on suspicion
of being a pickpocket. To Inspector
Hunt he said that with companions he
blew the safe in the bank of the
Panama City Banking company in
Panama City and escaped with $84,-00took part In the robbery of the
Bank of Montreal in New Westminster, B. C, last September, in which
$376,000 was stolen; shot and killed
a man named Schaefer in Panama
City in a quarrel over the division ot
spoils; shot Edward O. West, a railroad man, in 1910 in Bogota, Colombia
and forfeited a bond In Texas, where
he was under arrest.
Holloway said $54,000 of his share
of the robberies was hidden in a Chicago hotel, but declined to make its
whereabouts known. The police have
received word from Texas that a man
of Holloway's description is wanted
there. He is about 5 feet 7 Inches in
height, of medium stature, sallow complexion, dark eyes and pointed features.
0;

An Oklahoma "Bad Man."
Tulsa, Okla., Jan. 9. Frank Hollo-waheld In Chicago, was well known
to the police of Texas and Oklahoma
cities. In a resort operated by Holloway here he killed a man but was
not arrested, as the police say they
thought the killing was provoked by
the victim.
Holloway went to Fort Worth from
here. He was arrested on the charge
of bank robbery. He forfeited bond
there, later to be arrested In Oklahoma City. He was returned to Fort
Worth, where he "jumped" his ball a
second time.

RICHESON SENTENCED
TO ELECTRIC
PREACHER

WHO

CHAIR

MURDERED

HIS

SWEETHEART MUST GIVE
LIFE IN ATONEMENT
Boston, Jan. 9. A plea of guilty
of murder In the first, degree was
made by Rev. Clarence V. T. Rlche
in the superior court today and he
was sentenced by Judge Sanderson to
death by electrocution some time during the week of May 19, 1912.
Rfcheslon had pleaded not gnlltv
when arraigned after his indictment
on the charge of poisoning Avis Lin- nell of Hyannis, Mass., his fiancee,
but following a written confession,
made public Saturday last he todaj
retracted that plea and made a for
mal plea of guilty. It is understood
that a petition may be made to Governor Foss and the executive council
of the state to commute the death
sentence to Imprisonment for life.

A BIG COTTON

n,

Jan. 9. The census bureau's cotton ginning report showing
the number of running bales of cotton
ginned prior to January 1, Issued today shows: TJnited States, 14,332,756;
round bales 96,228 Sea Island 106.439,
Oklahoma ginned 902,562: Texas,
:

TWO

LAS VEGAS DAILY

I NJURED HOW

MANWHQ

KNAPP IS AN

THE HOMELY

HENS

I

HAVE

CT

THE ALBUQUERQUE POLICE HAVE
LEARNED THAT WATSON 18
THEODORE

QOULET.

MRS. JOE GOODALE OF ARTESIA
TELLS OF AN UNFAILING INCOME SOURCE.

Politics and

Politicians

unions.

prod-duct-

WHEN

IN

NEED

of a horse and rig get a good one
and derive the satisfaction and realise the joy that one should get from
driving a horse that Is well kept, and
gentle. We provide our patrons with
livery service at any roi.r
of the day or night. Cleanest stable
in town. M. L. Cooley, Phone Main
16.

THE WHOLE HOG.
We can make you attractive prices
on the whole hog or pork in smaller
Our
quantities, especiall halves.
pork is corn fed and is delicious. Call
or phone and we will fill all orders
promptly. The Las Vegas Mercantile
company, Douglas avenue.

THINGS THAT GLITTER
and sparkle and that are worth having are to be seen In the windows
and show cases of the city's leading
Jeweler.
We are doing a big business for we have demonstrated that
our stock is new and
and
that our prices are right Sabino
Lujan , jeweler and watchmaker,
Bridge street
MELLOW

AS MOONLIGHT

Ripe with age. Smooth as velvet
this rich old Elm Ridge Club Whisky was dlst'lled in 1890, eleven years
ago. It has a rare quality and should
be used for medicinal purposes in
preference to all other brands. Bottled in bond, full quarts, $2.50.
Choice wines and liquors. Standard
BIG REDUCTION
brands
at the Lobby Cafe and Luncb
During our inventory sale everyrooms,
pbone orders promptly exedol50
o
cents
at
nthe
thing goes
cuted.
lar. We make a specialty of misses'
and children's hats, alsoh some of the
latest one piece dresses are below
FIGHTS FOR TONIGHT.
cost. Call and be convinced. Mrs. A.
Terry Nelson vs. "Red" Ames, 8
Standish.
rounds, at Chattanooga, Tenn.

i

9, 1912.

GOLDJNJ.UFORNIA

Pennsylvania Man Was First to
cover Yellow Metal In Golden
Gate State.

Janesville, Wis., will vote this
month on a proposal to adopt the com
mission plan of government.
The first extra session ever held by
Every once in a while some new- the Idaho
legislature will meet this
who
has not gone up
comer,
to
month
the revenue laws of
revise
against the proposition and has no the state.
conception of how much real money
Former Governor Ashton C. Shallen
can be found In the trail of the Pecos
of Nebraska has filed appllca
barger
busivalley hen, asks If the poultry
a candidate for the democratic
as
tlon
ness "will pay." In addition to run- nomination for United
States senator.
assoalso
are
we
ning the Advocate
A conference of Progressive repub
ciate editor of a limited poultry yard licans of Alabama is to meet in
Birm
in Artesia. and have
powerful per
next
week to organize for the
ingham
sonal knowledge of what a Plymouth
furtherance of the progressive move
Rock plant will pay when the machin ment
ery moveth itself aright. Also we
The record of service of William K.
have invested several years' subscripwho has completed a quarReynolds,
tion on the precious fruit, and have ter of a
as a member of the
century
s
not hesitated to say that poultry
of
R. I is be
council
city
Providence,
and

Albuquerque, N. M., Jan. 9 That
desperate man who shot and perhaps fatally wounded Alex Knapp, patrolman who had arrested him Saturday afternoon, is not Fred J. Watson
but that his real name is Theodore
Goulet, 25 years old, a former convict
from Minnesota, and wanted at Minneapolis for violating his parole, was
the information furnished Chief of Police McMillin today by the chief of police at Minneapolis.
Chief McMillin received a telegram
shortly after noon today which stated
that a photograph of Theodore Goulet had been mailed and that the man
held here as Watson was undoubtedly
are just the same as cash
Goulet.
Goulet is 25 years old and a whole lot of it. In corroboration,
hip parents live at 1344 Logan avenue, the Advocate is this week permitted
Minneapolis.
to publish some figures from the sales
The discovery of the prisoner's book of Mrs. Joe Goodale, who is conidentity was due to the fact that he ducting a small chicken yard, In conhad sent a suit case by express to T. junction with the old man's truck
Goulet, Minneapolis, and when arrest- patch. Every afternoon In the year,
ed he bad a receipt for the suit case Mrs. Goodale makes a record of how
in his pocket. The police at once many eggs are secured, and the sura
wired the chief of police at Minneapo- total of eggs she has received from
lis to look up Goulet and also briefly January 1, 1911, to December 31, 1911,
describe Watson. The reply confirmed were 13,470, or 1,122
The
dozen.
the suspicion of the local officers that price on the local market has run from
Goulet and Watson were one and the 15 cents to 50 cents per dozen. Figsame.
uring the price received at 30 cents
Over in the county jail, the prisoner per dozen, this gives Mrs. Goodale
still maintains his surly attitude and $336.60 for eggs alone. At no time
declines to talk. The little informa- - did she have more than 75 hens. Figtlcn secured from him by the officers urine that each hen has done her duty
after sweating him for hours today, in the premises, this means that they
was of little value to them in tracing have earned on an average, $4.49
the man prior to his arrest in this about six times her market value. One
city.
hundred and eighty eggs each (supFearing that Watson might make posing that no hen laid more than one
some desperate effort to get away or
egg per day and then allowing for
that he might have pals on the out- Sundays and legal holidays will give
side of the jail who would attempt to an idea of just how very busy that
aid him to escape, the sheriff has bunch of dominies must have been at
taken extra precautions to guard the times and how well they stuck to the
man until the outcome of the police- job in hand. These figures should be
man's wounds is known. The pris- conclusive evidence on the question
oner has also been deprived of his as to whether this line of business
shoes and is kept locked securely in is remunerative in the Artesia country
a steel cell which is enclosed in the Six hundred per cent on the investcenter of the main room where petty ment would sound unreasonable to
offenders are allowed liberty.
many people, but those who are accus"We are taking no chances with tomed to the good things of their favthis man," said Dick Lewis, under-sSeriff- , ored valley., Artesia Advocate.
touay 'TVe have placed an
extra guard on him day and night
CRIMINAL IGNORANCE.
and if he has outside friends, they
Many dairymen are criminally ignorwill find it useless to make any at- ant of the precautions that should be
tempt to aid him.
taken for insuring purity of milk. The
The shoes worn by the prisoner Ideal Sanitary Dairy is under the manwere searched carefully by the police agement of people who have made a
for concealed saws or keys but noth- study of sanitary methods, consequenting was found.
ly its milk and cream are pure. All
The other prisoners in the jail fear bottles are sterilized and subjected tn
the. man. He has made overtures to fresh air and sunlight before being
several of them in an effort to get filled.
them to aid him but all declined and
later informed the jailer. This anMOTHER IS A CRANK.
About the manner in which the
gered the man, and since then he has
declined to fraternize with anyone I'd clothing of the household is washed.
the jail.
It is for this reason that she has begun sending the weekly wash to the
ART NEEDLEWORK SPECIAL SALE Las Vegas Steam Laundry. Besides
she is relieved of the worry of wash
Every item displayed in our right
hand window at 25c. Stamped pillows day. It is surpt'slng how cheap the
is being done, too.
to be embroidered, regular 35c and 60c washing
goods at 25c. Centerpieces up to 50c
MEET TO DISCUSS TAXATION.
values at 25c; Pillow Cords at 25
Buffalo, N. Y., Jan. 9. The Btate
cents; Children's Caps 35c and 56c conference on
taxation, which was orgoods at 25c, at the 5, 10 and 25 Cent
ganized in Utica last year, began its
Store.
second annual meeting in this city today. The session, which will last several days, Is attended by numerous
THE PROPER WAY
A home should be managed like an; representatives of public organizations
other business enterprise. The house- interested in taxation and officials of
wife should open a household hank municipalities throughout the state.
account, make regular deposits, pay The conference will give its attenher bills by check. It is the safe arid tion to the existing methods of assessWe appreciate small ment and taxation in the state of New
better way.
house checking accounts as well as York, the details of the tax laws and
large pnes. Suppose you try the suggestions for Improvements. It will
proper way. First National Bank not, mowever, concern itself with the
details of local or state expenditure
or any theoretical matters.
tlit-
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Massachusetts Is now the only state
to hold annual elections.
Fifteen representatives In the present congress are members of trades

HELPED

EX-CONVI-
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lieved to be without an equal anywhere in the country.
The lower branch of the Kentucky
legislature now In session has two
members bearing the name of James
A. Leach. The two are not related.
One is a democrat and the other a
republican.
The Militant Progressive Republi
can league of Massachusetts has been
formed for the definite object of opposing Senators Lodge and Crane as
delegates to the republican national
convention next June.
Governor Plaisted of Maine has
called a special session of the legislature to meet in March to consider
the liquor laws, rearrange the congressional districts and revise the
election laws of the state.
Dr. H. P. Hatfield, president of the
state senate of West Virginia, has announced his candidacy for the republican nomination for governor, subject
to the staie primary that will be held
next June.
Former Senator DuBois of Idaho
and former Senator Pettigrew of
North Dakota are reported to be seeking delegates in the Northwest who
will favor the nomination of Speaker
Clark for president by the democratic
national convention.
Robert P. Bass, the first direct primary governor of New Hampshire and
who is now mentioned for United
States senator from the Granite state,
is to be married in a few weeks to
Miss Edith H. Bird, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles S. Bird of East Wal-polMass.
The liquor issue is expected to figure prominently in the state campaign
in West Virginia this year. The state
organizations of farmers and lumber-bermehave gone on record for prohibition, but the coal men, who control many votes, are said to oppose
the proposed constitutional amend
n

ment

Governor Woodrow Wilson of New
Jersey has four bureaus at work on
the publicity end of his candidacy for
the democratic presidential nomination. The most important of the foui
bureaus is in New York. The others
are located in Washington, Chicago
and Trenton, N. J.
HOW MANY TIMES
Have you wished you had a good

likeness of some near dear relative
a portrait that was a true likenest
with every characteristic line and a
natural expression. In our po'tial:
Work we study our subject pet the
proper pose and light, that's why out
work Is artistic. Waterman's Portrait
Studio on the Plaza.
THERE'S NO EXCUSE
For sleeping on a poor bed. For a
very reasonable Investment you can
enjoy your sleeping hours as well as
a millionaire. We are selling the
popular brass beds cheaper than ever
before. We have many styles in the
bright and satin finish, fine mattresses, springs and pillows. J. O.
Johnsen & Son
GREAT WHITE WAY
When you put up an electric sign at
your place of business you will have
done something for yourself as well
as your city, for an electric sign is the
modern great white way of advertising. Keeps your name constantly be.
fore the eyes of the purchasing public and helps to make Las Vegas look
like a wideawake city. Las Vegas
Light and Power company.
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Best Flyers Get Small
muneration for the Dangers
They Face.

DECI DED !

TRAINS

WITH THE TELEPHONE

PAID
Re-

The popular supposition that aviation is a sort of Klondike where peo-piwho have a certain amount of daring can go and snatch up a fortune is
decidedly mistaken. People read re
ports of big prizes won by aviators in
contests and take for granted that it
all goes to the flyers. That is wrong;
with a few exceptions the flyers da
not get the prises they win.
They
are employed to fly by big concerns
who pay them a salary, seldom exceeding $75 per week, the usual arrangement being from $25 to $40 per
week salary and $50 per day when
they fly at meets. This is true even
where the very best American and
foreign flyers are concerned, including such celebrities as Brookins,
geachey, Ely and others.
Nor is the lot of the independent
flyer any better. To keep up with the
fivers of bie concerns continuous Im
provement of their machines which
must, of course, always be of the very
heat is necessary. What with the
cost of the aeroplane, of running it,
keeping it in good condition, salary of
mechanic and general expenses, the
prizes the aviator gets become rather
small by the time the expenses are
deducted. The fact that prizes are
now eiven onlv to winners of contests
makes the prospect none too attrac- tlce.
Aviation does hold prizes for
ambitious voune men. but very few
of the kind imagined by the outside
In fact, there is a slough ol
public.
despond awaiting the unwary who
venture Into aviation with no other
intention than to make money quick
ly. Metropolitan Magazine.
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"It is not generally known,"
"that the
said a mineralogist,
discoverer of gold in California was a
Pennsylvanian and at one time a resident of California. This distinguished
pioneer lies burled in the soil of this
state, almost forgotten. He was Gen.
John A. Sutter, a Swiss, who emigrated to Philadelphia in 1834 and be
came a citizen of this commonwealth
His grave is In the Mennonite bury
Ing grounds at Lititz, Lancaster county, in which village be spent the last
years of his life. General Sutter was
born in 1803 in Baden, Germany, neat
the borders of Switzerland. Upon hif
arrival in this country he spent some
time in this city, subsequently remov
ing to Oie vicinity of Lltits, where;
in the midst of relatives, he engaged
in farming. Possessed of a roving
nature, however, it was not long before he yearned to explore the greal
unknown land beyond the Rockies.
After many privations he reached
California some time in the early '40
and staked a claim. It was in the fall
of '48, after a heavy rain, that, attracted by yellowish deposits in a
small stream, he made his great dis
covery of the precious metal. Tb
news of his find spread rapidly, and
the following spring the great rush
from the east began. General Suttei
fortune
a considerable
amassed
through his gold diggings, but lost
most of it through unfortunate specu
lations. He returned to Pennsylvania
in 1871 and spent his declining yean
in retirement, living on the pension
of $250 a month voted him by the California legislature. He died June 18,
1880.
Two of his pallbearers were
Gens. John C. Fremont and Ambrose
E. Burnside, who had been his friendi
In California. Philadelphia Press.
AVIATORS

T() DISPATCH

THE CANADIAN PACIFIC TO JOIN
OTHER ROAD8 IN IMPROVED

8ERVICE.
Chicago, Jan. 9 Announcement was
made today by the Canadian Pacific
railway that west of the Great Lakes
to the Pacific ocean all of its trains
will be dispatched by telephone instead of telegraph. The new equipment will be installed as rapidly as
possible. At the present time all dispatching on the main line between
Calgary and Field, B. , is being done
by telephone. The line between Field
and Swiftcurrent will be under telephone dispatching in a few weeks. According to General Superintendent
Price the telephonic system is working
rplendidiy and it is the intention to
protect the telephone lines eastward
to Medicine Hat where a section of
line between that place and Swiftcurrent already is equipped with teleC--

Is always safe to leave the
decision of any subject to the
American people. This is proven
most conclusively by the steady
and phenomenal increase in the
sales of the

It

phones.
In the eastern provinces, where the
air is damper, where fogs are frequent

and other atmospheric disturbances
interfere with the electrical currents
in telephone and telegraph lines, telephones are said to have been less
successful for train dispatching. One
great advantage of the telephone over
the telegraph for train dispatching is
that the dispatcher may talk directly
to the engineer or the conductor of
the train to which he wishes to give
orders without the third person medium, indispensable where the telegraph key does the work.
Plans of the Canadian Pacific railway for new buildings in Canadian
cities indicate another departure. The
company's surplus will be vested increasingly in the future in new buildings In the larger cities. A skyscraper is under construction in the
heart of Toronto which will be 16
stories high and one of the handsomest buildings in the city, with a frontage of 75 feet on King street and 125
feet on Yonge street. The ground
floor will be occupied by the railway
company fqr ticket offices including
those for the steamship and lake service lines. The top floor will be devoted to the telegraph operating department and another floor to the district passenger agent. The company
purposes to collect rents Instead of
paying them.
63

DEGREES

BELOW

W. L. DOUGLAS SHOE.
hat

For more than 30 years it
been before the public, and

to-d- ay

Its popularity Is greater than ever
before in its history.
SOLD CY

E. ROSENWALD & SON.

mm iess
:r
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FLOUR

the answer to

every Bakirver Problem.

It's Firxer-Whitarvd More Urviforrrv
Made by LARABEES

Famous
A

ZERO

GERMAN PROCESS- -

ROGERS' SILVERWARE
IN EVERY SACK.

COUPON

The temperature didn't go quite
that low last night, but nevertheless,
it went down far enough to satisfy
the most exacting lover of winter
weather. When your business, calling or shipping trips take you out
into the cold you can warm up quicK-lby dropping into Potter's on Douglas avenue and drinking a cup of his In and look at the assortment. You
delicious hot chocolate. A good place are sure to find
something that will
to go, too, after the theater.
take your eye. The prices are ridiculously cheap.
AN AWFUL CRASH
China has fallen at the Baily curio
store with an awful crash. They are
ONLY A FEW DAY'S
For only a few days or until Januactually selling all China at
off. Now is the time to purchase ary 20, when Mrs. Prank Strass will
those pretty pieces. Creamers and leave for the East to purchase spring
Come styles, she will sell all hats and trim
BUgar bowls in pretty designs.

Gross Kelly

Marriage at Fifty.
An interesting and unusual estimate
of the proper age for matrimony is
that advanced by Mrs. Vivian, head
and founder of the National Society of
the Daughters of California. The hap
piest and most successful marriRges,
she says, are those between the man
of 50 and the woman of 35. At that
age of discretion, she claims, the male
WISCONSIN FRUIT GROWERS.
more mellow and tolerant
9.
Jan.
What
Madison, Wis.,
prom- has become
as
solvent. On the other
as
more
well
ises to be one of the best annual conhand she Intimates that a girl of 20
ventions in the history of the Wiscon- is much harder to
get along with than
sin State Horticultural 'society as- to
get along without, and that there
sembled in the capltol today and will ought to be laws prohibiting people
continue in session over Wednesday narrying before they are 30 years old.
Success Magazine.
and Thursday. The feature of the
opening session was an address by W.
No Doubt About That.
H. Hanchett of Sparta on "The New
"Come along downtown with me,
Era In Horticulture in Wisconsin." Mabel."
The program provides for addresses
"But I have no money with me."
"What's the difference? Two can
by well known fruit growers and horticultural experts from several states. Bliop as cueHM.v na uue. II
1
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WHY

mings at greatly reduced prices. This
is an excellent opportunity to purchase pretty things in the millinery
line at extremely attractive prices.
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY

Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
Tablets. Druggists refund money It
it fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S
signature is on eacu box. 25c.

IT PAYS

TO BUY

ADVERTISED GOODS
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his
product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is
at stake
Be believes in his goods to the extent of investing his
capital not
only in making the goods right, but in advertising which
will not prove permanently
profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the
trade name but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of
quality.
You are justified in being
suspicious of unadvertised goods be
cause however much confidence the dealer
or manufacturer
may have ,n them, he has not enough faith in them
to
money m telling others of their goodness.
i

It

Co.

'Distributors

Ancient and Modern Sailors.
In a group around a motion picture

signboard near the Tribune building
were two "jackies" from the' fleet in
the Hudson, who were about to move
on when an old man took the arm of
one and delivered a short talk which
diverted attention from the lithographs and from the venders. "I'm
an old sailor," he said. "I was in ths
service before you were born. I was
on a Mississippi gunboat, twice around
the Horn on a sailer, down to Good
Hope on another from Liverpool ano
to Australia from "Frisco. Never on
a steamer except the gunboat We
were sailors though," with the emphasis on the "sailors." "You boys ars
day laborers." "Guess that Is right
pop," said one of the men, "but we're
the kind they want now," and they
linked arms and walked away, leaving
the old man to tell how they "couldn't
tie a knot" and do many things which
came in the sailor's line "in the old
times." New York Tribune.
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Always Peysjto Buy Advertised Goods
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WAR WOULD FIND

wilt provide a larger appropriation for beneficial use by storage In surface
these breeding station this year."
reservoirs and in the ground the
flood waters that now cause su!h ap- Disastrous Theatrical 8ason

This is the most disastrous season
waats and destruction, and
for theatrical companies
that ha
all available water power,
been seen for years. Judging by the fertilize the land by silt deposit, and
mournings of 1,000 to 1,500 actors aud ir'gate the deserts; save the country
actresses who are in Chicago, idle, from the enormous annual losses from
swarming at the agencies and "stsJ forest fires that devastate and denude
log" at hotels and boarding houses. our mountains and dry up the sources
THERE 13 A GREAT SHORTAGE Whether it is due to the moving pic- of water for our rivers, and thus largeture shows or the bursting of the ly relieve our swamp and overflow-landOF EQUINES SUITABLE
FOR
vaudeville bubble the results are bard
by removing the crest of the
on histrionic genius and all surplus flood." The National Drainage oon- CAVALRY USE
gems, furs, and wardrobe that can no press was organised In December in
are "soaked." Forty companies have Chicago under the auspices of the
Chicago, Jan.
A ludicrous lot
during the last three week clamatlon federation,
of cab. dray and farm horses would
in the surrounding states and beai
A Homesteader's Victory
be the only mounts for national
guard a more or less orderly retreat to Chi- A homesteader's victory after
a
ana regular cavalrymen In case of cago. There is real
pathos In p.enty ,on(C teht.. wag the cogent of a chi.
ww. judging from, the
scarcity of among these po;le of the stage,
frlend of the m&n who W0M the
horses for the Chicago mounted
po "Company after company has return-- championship wheat! the $1,000 prl..c
nce. lnvestMrnHnn
w
una DK
ouv m 11 .i..
UlCM. led to Chicago within the last week,'
the New York ,.nd Bh.,w hav.,
"There arc repald hlm for hto Inve6tment In plo- oiocua in rea ior the an- said a booking ag. nt.
nual L N. G. encampments and ma- 200
applicants for every place 1 ca.i neer days. Seager Wheeler of
neuvers are the best that could be offer." "At least a thousand actors
Saskatchewan, who won Ihe
expected for real service, and conse- and actresses are looking lor vork Sir Thomas
Shaugbnessy prijse iffer
quently
cavalrymen are alarmed. here now," was the statement of an- ed for the best wheat grown on the
They attribute the scarcity of light other office which closed three
two American continents, 25 ears
horses to the heavy
Importation of
recently. "Usually when the ago was working with a construoiion
draft stallions which has occurred new year comes around there are a
gang on the railroad near Mnosslaw.
during the last 50 years. During the large number of comiianlee going out, "When Wheeler was Bet to
driving a
civil war the officers experienced but this year it is all
coming in and team hitched to a scraper he sudlittle or no difficulty in mounting nothing going out." "There are hunhis
denly found a new ambition,"
their men but in these days of
dreds of chorus girls here now look- friend related. "The team Inspired
the prosperous farmer no long- ing for places where usually it is
it. He decided he wanted to be a
er keeps a fine team of carriage bard to lind any at this time of yeur,'
farmer and two years later he and
horses: he buys an automobile and Harry Askin said.
Managers .ire his brothers took up a homestead
confines his stable to heavy droit complaining that they cannot get
near Clark's Crossing, north of Sashorses which can be used to a gre it- enough shows and the owners of the
katoon. That was In the days beforc
er advantage on the farm. The companies are saying
they cannot gA the railroads and although the crops
mounted police of Chicago and Now audiences.
am placing a 'larire were fair there was no market for
York ride some of the finest animals number with southern stock compathe wheat when he had raised it.
in the country but so hard are these nies, but hundreds are going to be
this did not suit the
Consequently
to secure that they employ men to out of work
during the cold spell, I young farmer and he and his brothers
hunt the country over to find the few am afraid.
and his mother moved to a farm neat
horses they require and pay as high
To Encourage Navigation
Wheeler
the railroad at Rosthren.
as 400 for a single animal. There
Navigation,
protection
against had mighty little money but. faith in
are now said to be four blooded draft floods and reclamation of arid and the
country and he bought a farm from
stallions to every blooded stallion of
swamp lands all will gain throughout the railroad agent at a price of $3 an
lighter build and in some western the United States tremendously by acre. Consequently the $1,000 prize
states the ratio is as high as eight to, enactment of the Newlands bill !n won for the best hard red
spring or
one. There are now approximately congress: this was the declaration or winter wheat
grown In the two Ameri27,000 horses in the regular army an the annual meeting oi" the American cas about repaid Wheeler
for the
outbreak of hostilities would require Reclamation federation In Chicago pdice he paid to the railroad for his
twice that number and every four to with iarticular reference to the April farm. The reputation he has made
six months would require a complete
session in New Orleann of the has enabled Wheeler to sell 100 bush- new issue of mounts. "At the pres- Nhlf'oival
The els of his wheat at a price per bushel
confess.
vrrjjiruagje
ent rate of breeding draft and light president of Ihe federation in his re-- for seed that amounted to more than
liorses we would have to mount orr port said: "It is the aim of Senator his farm cost him and it Is said that
men on heavy horses," said a cavalry- Newlands to completely accomplish he could have obtained any price he
man, "but an army cannot be mount- the reclamation of all arid and semi-ari- wished to name. His good farming
ed on drafters if it is to use its cav
and all swamp and overflow '.andf has not been confined to wheat for
alry and field artillery to an advant- by building irrigation and drainage he won a prize for the best kept
age. All modern countries have works that Will directly influence and farm in his district in what was callfound it necessary to encourage the .regulate the flow and navigability ed a "good farms competition." W.
breeding of light horses and America of our rivers; and this, gentlemen, J. Glass' Turkey Red wheat wa3 a
has at last followed its example by is our ambition the serving of our close second, indeed his entry tipped
establishing breeding stations where country by preserving the public the scales one pound per bushel more
a farmer can breed his mare free health and public wealth and advanc- - than that of Mr. Wheeler's Marquis
of charge aud be assured a good price ing, so far as lies in our power, ihe variety, but the latter grain was
far the coll. The only obligation the! proper reclamation, the proper
awarded the premiuim by the judges
to allow the TO - ' zor--- f....
incur?
ii.HliTl:lHn
TvmTwvr
rho
Inn :inr7
. . . .... .
on account of its color and uniformerament an option of $150 on ths of our public resources. I.et us en ity. It was no chance, no accident
colt when It Is three yearB old. Thp dorse Senator Newlands in his de- that Wheeler carried off the coveted
supply of light horses would gradi clared effort to regulate and practic- trophy it was just downright, comally increase under this plan and 11 ally standardize the flow of the great mon or garden, everyday hard work,
war .should break out there would be navigable riverB of the country an! backed up by Intelligent study, keen
sufficient horses on hand to carry our their tributaries, and In so doing and enthusiasm and dogged perseverance.
army through a campaign as disas- a 8 a means to thai, end, protect from He sat up at nights hand-p- i ckin? his
seed when other farmers slept
trous to horse flesh as the civil war, ciestnictive floods the cities and
used
Ban on "Making up Time"
thru
the farms and plantations
each soldier
where
A ban on "making up time" when
mounts a year. It is hoped congrethat line their banks; to control fcr
s
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FELT BAD
ALL THE TIME

COUNTRY SHORT
OF HORSES

TUESDAY,

Shellhom Lady Suffered a Greal
Deal, But Is All Right fiow.
Bhellhorn, Ala. In a letter from this
place. Mrs. Carrie May says: "A short
t'mt ago, I commenced to have weak
I ffclt bad all
spells and headaches.
the time, and soon grew so bad I
couldn't stay up. I thought I would die.
At last my husbar-- got me a bottle
of Cardul, and it helped me; so he got
3 more.
After I had taken the
Ficond bottle, I was entirely well.
I wish every lady, suffering from
trouble, would try CarduL
It is the best medicine I know of. It
did me more good than anything I ever
used."
tonic a
Cardui Is a woman's
strengthening medicine for women
made from Ingredients that act
on the womanly organs, and
thus help to build up the womanly constitution to glowing good health.
As a remedy for woman's Ills, It has
a successful record of over 50 years.
Your druggist sells it. Please try It
Write fo: Ladies' Advisory Dept.. Charu-noof- a
Medicine Co., Chatlanoon. Twin., for special
book. "Home Trealnurt
Jiu ruction, nd
lor Women." sent in rltin nuppei. on request
N.

steam or electric trains become belated will be proposed during th'3
congress as a means to prevent Ioes
of life, limb and property which the
League for Public Safety in Chicago
has found to be the greatest Item of
waste suffered by railroad stockhold
ers as well as the public. This baa
lias been adopted in Canada with success the result being more uniform
sieed and more thorough organiza
tion
delavs and disaster. A
"It
bulletin of the league declares
has been demonstrated that the num
ber of casualties with their attendant
expense can be reduced between 30
and 40 dot cent in steam railroad
operation by the adoption of a coin
mtttee of safety nlan which this
league recommended last year and
which has more than met the expec
tations of roads which have adopt
ed it. There are many other necessary steps to be taken In reducing
the enormous loss involved In the
present discreditable record of American railroads when compared wiih
those of England, France and Germany.
The excuse that the loss of life and
limb is due to high speeds demand d
by the public is demolished by the
fact that the United States is fourth
among the countries in the average
speed of its railroad trains. There
is a large amount of reckless running
permitted and even required of train
crews in order to make schedule time
no matter what risk may be Involved
in doing it. The record of wrecks
shows that making up time is a proli
In Canada .t
fic source of disaster.
has been stopped and the net result
has been closer attention to uniform
speed on all divisions, greater precaution and closer Inspection of rolling
stock and, motive power because "railroads in competition must make good
time." Reports indicate that the
present congress is in a mood to pro
tect the public and the abolition of
board of experts of the
the
commission
commerce
interstate
to hasten rather than to
promises
retard progressive steps in this counpassenger and
try in
the 'nter-stat- e
traffic.
Although
freight
commerce commission reports
do not fully cover the cause cf accidents, figures have been specially
compiled from its reports which will
serve to show what needs are greatest for the protection of the public.
t
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A PRETfY GIRL, A CLEVER MAN AND

THE OLD, OLDGAME OF LOVE
All These Are Combined
In The Musical Comedy
In Which Billy Cliltord
Will Appear Tomorrow

safe-guardi-

NOTICE

-----

-

-

Tir

AND THE GAME,"
SCENES FROM "THE GIRL, THE MAN
OPERA HOUSE TOMORROW NIGHT

DUNCAN

Tomorrow night will be the time,
the Duncan will be the place, to see
"The Girl, the Man and the Game"
in which Billy "Single" Clifford is
starring and which Is properly termed
a musical feast (served In two courses.)
' It
is one of those extraordinarily
good musical farces, with a very
capable company and a charmingly
clever and pretty chorus, who assist
in the rendition of the several mrio
al numbers in a very pleasing man
ner. Billy Clifford modestly assumes
the stellar role and pleasingly entertaining he surely is Miss Ida May
and Mae Collins ably assume the
primma donna and soubrette roles
respectively, while Jack Trainor, Bud
Braman, Clyde Clifford are cleverly
cast in the supporting male roles.
"The Girl, the Man and the Game '
is brimful of laughs (not blushes) its
music is bewitchingly tuneful, its action is full of vim and vigor, there
is never a dull moment, and it will
prove the heartiest and most original funmaking attraction seen In many
a day. A special carload ot scenic
electrical effects are necessary
to
give this excellent production.

To Teachers:

The midwinter examinations will be
held at the court nous in Las Vegas
beginning at 8 a. m., sharp January
12 and 13, 1912.
All teachers desiring to obtain certificates to teach in San Miguel conn
now,
ty, that have no certificates
must present themselves on the days
set forth.
Respectfully,
M. P. DESMARAIS,

J2

1

Superintendent.

AND FIRE
The smoker oan find materials
8MOKF

to
fire his aopetlte for tobacco at M. M.
Thompson's store on Sixth street The
best to he obtained in cigars, tobacco and cigarettes is always kept on
hand. The stock Is fresh and lovers
of the weed can always find their favorite brands. Remember the place
Thompson's.
POULTRY

8HOW IN BOSTON.

Boston, Jan. 9. The sixteenth annual exhibition of the Boston Poultry
and Pet Stock association opened in
Mechanics' Building today, and will
be continued until Saturday. The exhibits embrace more than 4,000 high-clas- s
chickens, turkeys, ducks, pigeons, rabbits, cats and other varieties
of poultry and pet stock. The exhibitors represent a dozen
or more
states and various parts of Canada.

THRU

Just
Among
Friends

i

OHIO'S NEW CONSTITUTION.
Columbus, O , Jan. 9. The one hun-

e

dred and nineteen delegates selected
t the November election to frame a
new constitution for the state ot Ohio
assembled today to organize in prepJoe Wood, the Red Sox' speedy
aration for the important task before
pitcher, denies the report that he them. The
preliminary work ot the
recently married.
clerk and committees will occupy conHugh Duffy will spend a week at siderable time and it will
probably
Hot Springs next March to look over be the
end of this month before the
talent for his Milwaukea team
real business of the convention is tak"Well, well, look who's here!" cried
Ty Cobb says that Go'ge Mullln, en up. It is expected that four or five
Miss Connelly, gayly, as she teetered
across the lunchroom toward the ta the Tiger filnger, will be the leading months, perhaps more, will be reble about which sat her particular cir- pitcher in the American league In quired to complete the constitution.
cle of friends. "Move over, klddo," 1912.
Three big issues will occupy much
In Uv. opinion of Joe Tinker Frank of the attention of the convention.
she adjured little Miss Hoffman.
"Make room for your aunty."
Change annot "come back" and mil These are liquor legislation, taxation
Miss Hoffman obeyed, giggling.
not play first base for tho Cubs next and the initiative and referendum.
"Say, Hoffy," said Miss Connelly, season.
The last mentioned probably will be
warningly, as she set down her tray,
Pitcher
won
two
Crandtll
subjected to an even more severe fire
"Otey"
which contained a hyglenically paralythan either of the other two owing to
from Pitcher Mendez, the
zing collection of foodstuffs, "you bet- games
"Black Matty" during the the feeling that has already been
ter be careful with them ingrowing
manifested by both sides.
wheezes of yours. One of 'em's li- Giants' visit to Cuba.
A determined effort will be made to
able to strike in. Well, Mane," she
Frank E. Doeaburg, private secre
continued after she had begun a de- tary of Senator Smith of Michigan, get the liquor question out of the way
termined attack on a large piece ot has been
an umpire In the in advance of the other Important
roast pork, "how's the pink crepe da Wisconsin-Illinoi- sappointed
matters that will come before the conleague.
chine and the blue messalfne comln'
vention. The course that will be
will
There
a
be
war
for
first
merry
on?"
in regard to the liquor question
base
with
the
Sox
White
PeMiss
position
all
right," replied
"They're
cannot be forecasted accurately. When
Mullln
terson. "1 was to the dressmaker's with Zeider, Jones, Collins,
delegates were
last evening. The crepe de chine fits and Borton working to land the berth. the constitutional
elected In November there were few
elegant, but the messaline kinda buckThe Minneapolis club has signed
candidates who pledged themselves on
les around the waisl."
Catcher Otto Hungary of Riverside,
either
too
Miss
bad?"
and In some counties the
cried
"Say, ain't that
California. He is a product of River voters side,
found it impossible to indicate
Connelly. "Don't, for goodness sake,
tell me there's anything wrong with side university and is said to be an their choice of delegates with the
the pink net tunic with the Jewel em- Indian.
liquor issue In mind.
'Silver Bill" Philips, manager of
broidery. With my weak heart I don't
Wayne B. Wheeler, superintendent
believe I oculd stand the shock."
the Youngstown team and a former of the State
league, asMiss Peterson looked at her suspici- Cincinnati pitcher, is
seriously sick serts that the majority of the dele
"1
to
need
know's
don't
you
ously.
with typhoid fever at his home In gates favors the temperance cause.
bother about it."
Charleroi, Pa,
The majority, he asserts, will oppose
It Is said Hughey Jennings Intends any submission of the liquor quesMiss Connelly Included the group In
taking Jim Delehanty from the Tiger tion which will destroy existing tema comprehensive wink.
"Girlies," she said, "ain't it funny infield and placing him In left field, perance laws or take away from the
how bein' in love makes some folks Jim used to play in the outfield and general assembly Its present power
get sore so asy? Now, I thought when was a swell gardener.
to prohibit the liquor traffic.
Mame really got her hooks on Joe
Sixty-onof the
of the 119 delegates are
Wolverton,
Harry
Manager
she'd be so tickled that she'd be
will have three of his old pledged in writing for the initiative
Yankees,
sweeter'n pie. My! I'm disappointe
league players with him and referendum with the following
ed."
next
season. Cree, Warhop and Blair percentages; not more tnan 12 per
Miss Peterson bit her lip angrily.
Miss Frlzkle broke into the conversaplayed under Wolverton at Williams-port- , cent of the electors for the submission
of constitutional
Pa.
tion with the laudable object of
amendments; not
President Carson, of the Central more than 10 per cent for the submissmoothing the troubled waters.
"Say, girlies," she cried, eagerly, lrlagile, ills in favor) of taking
in sion of other initiative measures, and
"you'd ought to see the couple of Akron, Canton, Erie and Youngstown not more than 8 per cent for referenswell willow plumes Mame got off the
dum petitions. Several of the delesale up in the millinery today. Peach- of the Ohio and Pennsylvania league,
gates are pledged ,to the principles of
a
Central
and making the
league
es!"
the initiative and referendum without
affair.
"Willow plumes!" ejaculated Miss
Larson, who up to this time had been
Manager Fred Clarke, of the Pir specific percentages
The taxation problem promises to
s
giving her undivided attention to her ates, has Invented a pair of
be
a bothersome one for the convenluncheon. "Say, you are gotn' some, ses for
When a fly ball
ain't you, Mame? Who's goin' to get is knocked toward the sun a fielder tion to solve. Many students of the
Joe's supper while you're settin' round
can drop the glasses over his eyes subject of taxation have been trying
In your pink net tunics and willow
for years to provide for the classifica
by touching a spring and the rest ot
plumes?"
tion of property for purposes of tax"Why, ain't you ashamed of your the time they are above his eyes.
ation. The matter came up during the
ConIjoole Heilbronner, of Fort Wayne,
self, Stell Laron?" broke In Miss
constitutional convention, and
for the Cincinnati Reds, last
nelly. "Where did you get such com Ind.,
mon Ideas? Didn't you know Joe's has compiled a directory of major after extended discussion and many
it was left In substantook a suite at the swellest hotel in
their full compromises
its old form. The business intown for the winter? You don't sup league players, giving
tially
club
former
the
club,
names, their
terests are in favor of classification, in
pose he expects Mame to do anything
so unladylike as her own cookin'? they go to, their statistics and pecu- fact, the prime movers ot the convenIt tion are the men Interested In the tax
You'd better confine yourself to mak- liarities, positions and averages.
in' noises like a deaf and dumb, party took Loote three years to complete amendment which was submitted to
if you don't know no better'n that."
the work which will sell for $35 a the last constitutional convention and
"Oh, pickles!" sniffed Miss I .arson copy.
was defeated.
"You talk like a fish, Nell Connelly.
on
I
should
the square, Mame,
But,
PRICES OF SHOES TO GO UP.
think you'd rather wait a while on
the chance of locatin' a fellow who
New York, Jan. 9 The family shoes
WITH THE BOXERS
could, maybe buy you eome clothes
will cost more this year than they did
after twenty years or so, Instead of
in 1911. According to the statements
f
stockln' up for the rest of your life."
made by members of the National
"Well, if it comes to that, Stell LarHarry Lewis and Dixie Kid are Boot and Shoe Manufacturers' associason," said Miss Peterson, tensely, "I billed for a bout In Liverpool, Env.,
tion, who began their annual meet in;
don't know as that plnhead I see you January 18.
in this city today, an advance is abcomln' down on the car with ever
the
Gunner Moir,
necessary because of the insolutely
day looks like he was goin' to be able
to buy swell clothes any more than heavyweight of England, is trying to crease In the cost of raw material. II
get a return match with Champion is expected that an advance of from
other folks' friends."
five to seven per cent will be made
"Oh, cut it, folks," interrupted Miss Bombardier Wells.
In the wholesale prices of shoes, after
Frizkie. "Seems like this bunchid
ought to be able to get together once
Probably Adam never forgot his the fall samples have 'been sent out
in a while without scrappin'."
first new year Eva
In March.
Miss Connelly nodded approvingly.
"That's where you soaked the tack on
the bean, Jen," she said. "Merry little sunbeams like us ought to be able
to have a quiet, friendly meet without
endln' up in a sluggin' match. But
on the level, Mame," she added, turning to Miss Peterson, 'when are you
and Joe plannin' to pull off that little
TAILOR FOR MEN
matrimonial celebration?"
"I don't know's you need worry
about It!" snapped Miss Peterson.
Everything Made at Home. Stylishand Up-to-d"Oh, I ain't goin' to bother none,"
returned Miss Connelly. "But it hurts
me to see a nice, industrious girl like
Bring in Your Cleaning and Pressing
you work so hard to land a fellow and
awful
have such
There
poor luck.
ain't anything I wouldn't do to help
WILL DOLL BUILDING
603 LINCOLN
you. Now, If you get a strange hold
on him some time and don't dare let
go for fear he'll ditch you, you send
me a hurry up call and I'll be tickled
to come around and hang on to him
while you run and get the preacher."
BASEBALL

NOTES.

d

pur-sue- d

Anti-Saloo- n

e

Tri-Stat-
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J1

sun-gla-

ut

CHAS. LEWIS

ate

Miss Peterson rose so suddenly that
her chair fell over with a crash.
"Look here, Nell Connelly,"
sna
said, furiously, "some day you'll find
you're altogether too smart. I want
you to understand that I don't pick
fights with nobody, because that ain't
my nature, but when I do scrap I
scrap to a finish. It's about time for
you to quit this funny business. I
suppose you think you make a terrible
hit with your smart remarks, but I
could tell you some different!
"Anyway, when I get as old as some
folks maybe I'll have to call in somebody to help me land a fellow. When
I get as old as some folks I hope I'll
know enough to mind my own business."
With this luminous speech Miss

Pe-

terson gave the prostrate chair a kick
and flounced away.

"Meanin' everybody excepted except
present company," remarked Miss Connelly, calmly. "Girls, pass me Maine's
pie that she forgot to eat"
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PADGETT

OUR NEW 8TATE.
Oh! now New Mexico's a state.

Like all the rest and juat aa great,
We're glad and I guess Uncle Sam's
glad, too,

CO.

EDITOR

For It adds another star to the Red,
White and Blue.
Hurrah for the constitution, hurrah
for New Mexico,

We're not a very big state, but wait
and see us grow.
Hurrah for freedom true.
at Bast
Hurrah for our flag of Red, White
transmis
Vegas. New .Mexico,
and Blue.
sion thioi n the United States Mails Hurrah for our mountains so
grand
A
second class matter.
and so high,
That the outline showB dimly against
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
the blue sky.
DAILY, BY CARRIER:
If they could but speak the glorious
Per Copy
$ .05
sound
One Week
15
Would echo and
the wide
One Mcnth
66
world round.
One Year
7.50
ANNA .1. NOLAN.
Hurrah-

Entered at the Postoffice
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VEGAS DAILY

OPTIC. TUESDAY,

RAILROADERS ARE
BUSY MEN THIS

WEEK
THE BLIZZARD

IN MIDDLE WEST
HAS WORKED SANTA FE MEN
AND EQUIPMENT HARD.

JANUARY

9, 1912.

TODAY'S MARKETS
NEW
New

YORK 8TOCK EXCHANGE
. After a brief
York, Jan.
period of weakness due largely to the
building Are, stock marEquitable
ket became quiescent and displayed
little life during the remainder of the
morning. Early reports of the flr'
as sent to London led tfl selling of
Americans there and when the Now
York market opened traders took
their cue from the heaviness abroad

With extraordinary weather in Kan and attacked the list. The weakness
sas tying up trains and landing them was most pronounced at the opening
in las Vegas at all hours of the night, of the international issues. Stock exextra heavif traffic from the east change houses were flooded with in
bound for California, a rush of emp- quiries from out of town correspond- ties from the Pacific coast eastward, dents and selling orders were heavy.
and coal from northern New Mexico The nervousness soon wore off but the
and Colorado being transported to the list made
only a small
recovery
DAILY BY MAIL:
southern districts, the railroad yards
orders
their ap
made
Large
selling
One Year
$6.00
in the Meadow City are the busiest
pearance again in Union Pacific and
Six Months
3.00
places in town. The cold weather in it receded to its initial low
COUNTY OFFICERS
figure.
the middle west has tied up the pasNot much change occurred in other
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
senger trains, throwing them off
outside of Third avenue,
GROWER.
schedule and landing them in Las Ve- stocks,
OATH
TAKE
THE
which
The general un
improved
One Year
$2.00
gas many hours late. This keeps ex8Ix Months
l.oo
tra forces working at all hours that dertone was heavy and business ex
the trains upon their arrival here may ceedingly light. Bonds were easier.
Only a momentary response v as
(Cash in Advance for Mail Subscrip- SHERIFF, TWO COMMISSIONERS, be rushed on their way without delay.
PROBATE
made
JUDGE
DISAND
by Copper stocks to the monthly
tions).
The cold snap has tied up many of
TRICT JUDGE SWORN IN
Remit by draft, check or money
the engines on the Kansas division of report of the producers :i solution
order. If gent otherwise we will not
the Santa Fe. Many have frozen up which showed a reduction in stocks
Several of he recently
be responsible for loss.
elected and an engineer in Kansas can never on hand of 23,300,00,000
iwwH
Specimen copies free on application. county officers qualified and took the be sure that his brakes or some other Rock Island preferred was bid up two
oath of office this morning, being part of his train are not frozen up and points. The tone of the general marsworn in by Lorenzo Delgado, clerk out of commission. Though the trains ket was muc.i better, but ntacka were
LL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
AT
of the probate court Bonds were sub- are slowly but surely returning to reg- in scant demand. The market closed
THE EXPIRATION OP TIME
mitted by each. These were placed ular running time many of them to- very weak.
PAID FOR.
in the hands of Captain David
J. day were running 12 hours behind
Acuate weakness developed among
Advertisers are guaranteed the Leahy, who was given the oath of of time. Yesterday's Nos. 1, 9 and 7, ar- the standard stocks in the final houi
largest dally and weekly circulation fice as judge of the Fourth judicial rived in Las Vegas this morning be- and business was on a large scaie.
of anj newspaper in Northwestern district late yesterday evening by tween the hours of G and 8 o'clock and Union Pac'fio again bore the brunt
New MhxJco.
Clerk Delgado. As soon as the bonds today's California Limited arrived al- of the selling and gave way over
have boen approved, which was ex- most five hours late. Owing to the four points.
65
pected to occur this afternon, the heavy traffic from the east bound for Amalgamated Copper
TUESDAY, JANUARY 9, 1912.
114
sworn officers will assume their new sunny California, on all days when the American Beet Sugar, bid
De Luxe does not run westward from Atchison
105
duties.
LA FOLLETTE'S TAME
127
Those who took the oath tliis Chicago, the California Limited is run Great Northern
ORATION
106
morning were Adelaido Tafoya, prob in two sections and for several days New York Central
116
ate judge; Manuel A. Sanchez, coun- No 1 has come through Las Vegas In Northern Pacific, ex div
In Bpite of his remarkable physical
two sections.
148
Reading
ty assessor; Roman Gallegos, sheriff;
endurance, strong voice and freedom Fidel
This extra travel, with the stub Suothern Pacific
109
Ortiz,
commissioner;
counity
from restraint uf his utterances, Robtrains that have been run through
166
ert M. La FolleTte lacks that power John H. York, county commissioner: Las Vegas since the beginning of the Union Pacific
66
of personal appeal which marked the Antonio A. Gallegos, the third coun- cold snap, have worked the local rail United States Steel
110
United States Steel, pref
arto
was
ty
commissioner,
expected
pristine glory of William J. Bryan.
road men to the limit. All of the enThe 'Boy Orator of the Platte" had rive this afternon from his home in gines In the round house are in almost
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
a legitimate claim to his reputation the country and be sworn in. The constant use,
being in Las Vegas only
Chicago, Jan. 9. With the railway
lor oratory. He Swayed the multi- commissioners expect to hold a meet long enough to thaw out and be oiled
tude by the power of his eloquence ing in the near future for the pur up. The Santa Fe is working extra strike spreading in the Argentine and
i.nd, right or wrong, he was a con- pose of organization.
men In the shops here and all regular with the weather there less favora
able wheat prices today showed
Judge Leahy was the first t esi lent men are serving the time limit
vincing "speaker. When Bryan uneveTy
to
loosed the fetters of his imagination of Las Vegas elected at the Novem- day.
rise.
The
here
tendency
opening
Handling the empties from the
lie could chami a bird from a tree. ber election to enter upon his official west
to
higher. May started at
has, with the extra passenget was
It matters not Uiat most
duties. Yesterday afternoon he was service, kept the men in the yards on 101
to 101, a gain of
to
but
of his
flights were faulty as to logic informed by the department of jus- the jump continually, and with the reacted to 101. The close was easy
or that many of his most famous tice at Washington that his request coal trains bound for the southern with May down
at 100.
Mmilies were boi
A leading trader bidding for large
from more or (had been granted and he had been re part of the state they are" worked to
less obscure sou; ces, In the express lieved of his office as United States the limit.
lots and getting little caused the corn
ive vernacular oi the day, he "got district attorney. J'udge Leahy's asHowever, the Santa Fe is faring bet- market to harden but there was conaway with it."
sistants, Herbert W. Clark and S. B. ter than the Rock Island and several siderable scattered commission selling
Senator La Follette seems to b Davis, Jr., will look after the duties other roads running through Kansas. and as a result an easier tone. Mpy
afflicted with the complaint of the of United States attorney until a suc Several of the fast trains of the Rock opened unchanged to 'A up at 64
to
Texas preacher who "talked and cessor for Judge Leahy has been Island are tied up in the Sunflower 64
and reacted to
The
talked but didn't p'int out, and argu- named. It is likely that Mr. Davis state and the Santa Fe Is handling close was steady at 64 for May, the
fied and argufied but didn't show will receive the appointment.
some of the Rock Island trains be- same as last night.
wherein." If the Wisconsin
man
Oats though dull, held firm until
Sheriff Gallegos has announced the tween Hutchinson and French. Rock
does not exactly
multiply words appointment of Felipe Lopez as chief Island train No. 3, was forced to leave other 'grain began to weaken, 'lay
without meaning, he at least multithe Rock Island tracks at Hutchinson, was unchanged to a shade higher at
deputy. Mr. Lopez is sure to prove
plies them without conviction. What, an excellent peace officer and will be Kan., yesterday and travel over the 4S
but sagged to 39.
for instance, could be more prosaic of
Santa Fe tracks to French where it
A
in hogs at the yards here
decline
sheriff.
to
the
assistance
than this sentence from La Follette's Mr. great
the position of was switched to the EI Paso & South- and a big run at western centers
occupied
Lopez
western road.
address in Chicago the other night?
made provisions lower all around.
deputy sheriff over 12 years ago whet
"'They cannot continue to strap upon
First sales were unchanged to 5
his brother, the late Lorenzo f.ope?,
the people the burden of this overHe made a record as a COMMERCE COMMISSION UPHELD cents off with May $16.22 to S16.25
sheriff.
was
capitalization whlc"h is the cause of
for lard and $8 72
for pork; $9.52
efficient officer. It was
Washington, Jan. 9. The orders of
the high cost of living." How weak fearless and
who obeyed the o'der the interstate commerce commission to $8.75 for ribs.
Lopez
Felipe
and insipid is this appeal to the popuThe closing quotations were as fol
into the restoring and. reducing the rates on
lace compared with the way Bryan of tho court and brought
Pablo lumber from the northwestern states lows:
of
dead
room
the
court
body
put it. The whole world remembers
Lo- to the
Wheat, May 100; July 94.
Mississippi valley and east to
the reverberating acclaim that fol- Herrera, a much feared outlaw
the what they were before November 1,
to
Com, May 64; July
instructed
bring
been
had
lowed Bryan's masterpiece of oratory pez
into 1907, were approved and upheld today
Oats, MUy 49; July 45.
in which he closed in this glowing body of Herrera, dead or alive,
to
Hernia's
Pork, January $15.85.
an
end
the
court
of
He
court.
by
the United
supreme
put
peroration: "Thou shalt not press
a States.
Lard, January $9.32.
The United totates circuit
down upon the hrow of labor this existence and rid the county oi
court for Minnesota had enjoined enRibs, January $8.5052.
"crown of thorns; thou shalt not cru- desperate criminal. For several years
In charge forcement of the orders.
cify mankind upon this cross of Mr. Lopez has been foreman
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
That sort of thing fairly of convict gangs sent from the peni
gold."
Kansas City, Jan. 9. Cattle, reOne business that will always bear
peeled the paint off the benches and tentiary to work upon the highways.
ceipts 13,000, including 600 southerns.
turned a whole nation's eyes upon He was In charge of the first such looking into is the mirror
Market steady to 10 cents lower. Nathe man who uttered It
gang ever sent out and has wo 'ked in
Mr
tive steers $5.5O8.50;
southern
To be sure, Bryan's famous flight many parts of the territory.
steers $4.756.25; southern cows and
did not mean anything in particular, Ipez knows how to handle men, es- POWDER LAW CONSTITUTIONAL.
and after it was cold it was found pecially criminals. He is a stalwart
Washington, Jan. 9. The "black heifers $34.75; native cows and
to have been borrowed without the renubllcan and is a brother of the powder" law enacted in Kansas In heifers $37; stockers and feeders
original owner's consent. But neither late Lorenzo Lopez, one of the best 1907 to protect coal miners, today was $46; bulls $3.755.25; calves $4.50
does La Follette's complaint about known New Mexico republicans. He upheld as constitutional by the su8; western steers $4. 757; western
cows $3 5.
preme court.
capitalization being "strapped" upon has qualified for office.
Therethe people mean anything.
When Sheriff Gallegos took over his
Hogs, receipts 15,000. Market 5 to
10 cents lower.
fore the Wisconsin man should have official duties he replaced :5ecunllno
Bulk of sales $6
A bird In the hand isn't worth two
thrown some artistlo technique into Romero, who has made an envianie in the busJi from
30 6. 40; packers and
$6.
6.35;
heavy
the bird's point of
butchers $6.206.40; lyights $5.90
it Bryan would have emerged froma record in the office. Mr. Romero has view.
this oratorical opportunity with
6.25; pigs $4.255.50.
always made good in any office to
bunch of feathers in each hand and which the pStfpTe M&V& chosen or reSheep, .receipts 10,000. Market 10
ADVISES RICE EATING.
the crowd howling with enthusiasm
Muttons $3.50
commended him. For many veers he
New York, Jan. 9. The shortage of to 15 cents lower.
0
lambs
was clerk of the court for the Fourth the potato
4.50;
fed wethers
$56.75;
crop should teach the
FAIR BUSINESS IN WOOL.
district and his office was American people to eat rice, rn the and yearlings $45.60; fed ewes
judicial
Boston, Jan. 9. A fair business Is known as the most businesslike and
opinion of F. N. Barrett a well known $2.754.10.
still being conducted in 1911 wool, al best
court clerk's office In expert and editor of the American
managed
though there has been a falling off New Mexico. As sheriff he showed Grocer. Mr.
CHICAGO LIVE STOCK
Barrett says:
"One
from the lively trading of the early his
Jan. 9. Cattle, receipts
as a fearless enforcer of pound of rice costs 10 cents at retail
Chicago,
ability
winter. Values hold firm and many
slow to 10 to 20 cents
Market
15,000.
laws.
the
It contains as much nourishment as
dealers are closely sold. Fleece wools
w several
e
lower.
lis understood
Beeves
$4. 75 8. 50;
Texas
'It
of
American
potatoes.
pecks
are becoming scarce, particularly half
western steers
assessor, Mr. Sanchez, will ap grown rice from South Carolina, Lou steers $4.305.S0;
county
firm
In
Is
also
wool
bloods. Territory
point 'as his chief deputy, Enrique isiana and Texas is the best in th $4.507.25; stockers and feeders
spite of a good demtfcid with 21 to
Mr. Armijo is an experien world and the supply is immense."
Armijo.
$3.305.90; cows and heifers $2
12
for fine staple while Texas
21
would
and
man
6.50; calves $68.50.
ced
prove
undoubtedly
months is moving well and brings 18
Lorenzo
assessor.
A horse must be broken before you
as
efficient
Hogs, receipts 35,000. Market quiet
deputy
to 19.
Dr. M. F. can j drive him, but an automobile 5 to 10 cents lower. Lights $6.1
Delgado, county. clerk-elect- ;
mixed
6.45;
Des Marals, county superintendent ol Isn't broken till afterward.
$6.166.55; heavy
INCOME TAX IS LEGAL.
schools-eleand
Romero,
$6.156.60:
Eugenio
rough
$6.156.30; good
9.
The
Jan.
legality
Wis.,
Madison,
treasurer-elect- ,
What a girl means when she says to choice heavy $6.306.60; pigs
expect to qualiof the income t - taw enacted by the county
no depends on the man to whom she $4.905.75; bulk of sales $6.
last legislature was sustained in a de- fy for office and be sworn In within
,
6.50.
a few days.
says it
cision by the supreme court today.

Sheen, receipts 25,000. Market steaNative J3.254.85; western
$3.504.85; yearlings $56; lambs,
native $3.257.10; western $5.25
dy.

a nice
We offer for your inspection

T".lp.

line of

8T. LOUIS WOOL
SL Louis, Jan. 9. Wool
steady.
Territory and western mediums 16
18; fine mediums 1517; fine 1015.
NEW YORK METAL
New York, Jan. 9. Silver 55;

per 14.0514.45;

4.404.50.

lead

Electric Domes.

Library Lamps,
Desk Lamps,
and

Cop-

Stand Lamps?,

tin 43.3044.00;

ROBERT J. TAUPERT.

NEW YORK MONEY
New York, Jan. 9. Call money 2
;
Mexican
prime paper

dlolars

4;

47.

OPTICIAN

AND

JEWELER

o

1.

ora-loric-

64.

64.

ST. LOUIS METALS.
St. Louis, Jan. 9. Lead,
$4.35.

steady,
Spelter, stronger, $6.356.40.

PRESIDENT TAFT IS
AGAINST

Do You

Still Need a

FREE PULP

Heating Stove?

SENDS MESSAGE TO CONGRESS
RECOMMENDING THAT CAN-ADONLY BE FAVORED

Washington, Jan. 9. .In a message
to the house of representatives today
President Taft announced that this
government would refuse to admit free
a Greatly
If So, You Can Buy One
wood pulp and paper from any nation
other than Canada until the proper
courts have decided the question raised by several European governments
under the favored nation clauses of
AT THE
their treaties.
After the passage of the Canadian
reciprocity bill by which wood pulp
and paper from Canada were admitHARDWARE CO.
ted free into the United States, six
European countries demanded that
their wood pulp and print paper also
51651& Douglas Ave.
be admitted free.
Accompanying the message the
president sent to the house letters
from Secretary of State Knox and
Secretary of the Treasury McVeagh,
containing information as to the countries interested and as to the amount EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC
of wood pulp and paper imported Into
this country since last July when the
The
JANUARY BARGAINS
NEWSPAPER MEN T OHELP.
reciprocity bill was passed.
In shoes at Hedgcock's. This month
president says that the questions of
Washington, Jan. 9. President Taft
law now raised can be better consid all remnants lace high top, low shoes has been asked to call a conference of
ered in a court of law than by and pumps for women, misses and the men who make the sentiment that
executive construction.
children. Also many kinds for men makes and unmakes governors the
and boys' shoes in patent kid, box calf representatives of the press to conIf you want to get the want you and gun metal. You can surely savl sider world peace. William C. Doming
want to get, you want to get your
on your shoe purchases. 614 of Cheyenne, prominent Wyoming edto
want in a want getter. The Optic Douglas avenue.
itor, made the request In a telegram
',
wants you to get the want you want
't6 the president.
to get. Try the "Want Ads" and see.
PETROLEUM COMING UP.
New York, Jan. 9. The Standard
Practice makes perfect. The more Oil company today announced an adWhen given as soon as the croupy
fault a man finds the more expert vance of 10 points in all grades of re- cough appears
Chamberlain's Cough
he becomes at it.
fined petroleum, making refined in Remedy will ward off an attack of
and
cases 9.10 cents per gallon. Standard croup and prevent all danger
of
Thousands
Resolve not to mistake a deniijhon white in barrels 7.60 and refined in cause of anxiety.
mothers use it successfully. For sale
for the fountain of youth in 1912.
4.10.
bulk,
by all druggists.

at

REDUCED PRICE

GEHRIG

Sale Still Continues

Pre-Invento- ry

HUSLIN UNDERWEAR
Special For The Month of January
OFF

1- -3

ALL

Gowns
Petticoats
Drawers
Corset Covers

Combination Suits
Chemises
Leona Three Piece Suits
MADE OF BEST QUALITY CAMBRIC -- NAINSOOKS

AND LONG CLOTHS

Dresses, Coats and Suits ott More Than

OFF

1- -2
"The

Store' of Quality

ct

--

E.LASVEGAS

vj tjn.m:

LAS VECAS OAILY

The Prescriptionist

NORMAL

PERSONALS
,

from hi
The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and whythe man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost tight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription leaving
our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
lake. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

ANNUAL WASH INGTONBALL HOW
TO BE THE BEST

TO BE ISSUED

& .lrin

drove in yesterday
home in El Porvenir on

FIVC

9, 1912.

IS THIS FOR

REAL

HARD

Inisi-nse-

APRIL

-

Traveling Engineer A.- A. McCready
of Raton (WU in Las Vegas
today on

business.
Luke Warder, a rancher and stock
man of La Cueva, was In Las Vexai
today on business.
P L. Dawson of Trinidad oame
'n last night fromis home in Colorado and was in Lss Vegas today on
business.
Mrs. H.' D. Relnken and Mrs. .
Peterson' "came in last night from
their home In Watrous to do some
shopping.
E. P. Sena, cook at the hotel at El
Porvenir, came In yesterday from the
mountains and will be in Las Vegas
several days.
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony H. Clinton
left this afternoon for Denver, Colo.
Mr. Clinton was formerly a pressman
for The Optic Publishing company.
Charles Ilfeld left this afternoon
on the second section of the Califor
nia Limited for Albuquerque on a
short business trip to the Duke City.
J. I, Seder of Albuquerque, superintendent of the
league,
who was in Las Vegas yesterday, left
this afternoon for the northern part of
the state.
Mrs. Galloway of Plymouth, Ind,
who has been visiting her brother
Santan Fe Conductor S. A. McDonald,
a short time, left this afternoon for
her home.
Thomas Blackmore, after spending
two weeks in Ias Vegas the guest of
J. C. Johnsen, his father,in-law- ,
left
last night for his home in Aspen,

A

CIDER

EVER

I
THE

COPY OF THE WORK WILL BE
PLACED IN HANDS OF EACH
STATE LEGISLATOR.

E. ROMERO HOSE COMPANY
MAKING ELABORATE
PLANS
FOR FEBRUARY 22

The Normal University has anThe members of the E. Romero
nounced that it will issue its annual Hose and Fire company of the West
not later than April 1 in order that a side have started
things moving for
copy of the book may be placed in the their annual mask dance to be given
hands of each member of the legisla- oil February 22 at the Duncan opera
ture. Dr. Frank H. H. Rqberts, presi he use. Already a committee of nine
dent of the school, asks of the mer is at work on the
plans for the afchants, and professional men of Las fair. At the last
n
of the
meeting
Vegas that they give their support to
an
executive
committee
compos
WINTERS DRUG GO.
the annual. He says that advertise ed of L. W.
UfeW, W. O. Wood. W.
nients inserted in the publication will A.
Givens, C. H. Bally, Louis Guerin,
adbe
in
well
Phoue Main
worth the expense and,
A. T. Rogers, Sr., Secundlno Romero
dition, will help the Normal and town. and
Howard Slmpkins was appointeJ
Dr. Roberts says the larger instituin whose hands the arrangements for
lions of learning have come to rely
the ball have been placed
upon their annuals as the greatest
ball has been an ansource of advertisement.
Thev are - This masked
x . e
'
l. l. ,1
f Exceptional Values in
OI
u, ruremCT
,um' V1,ml wlul
sent to the members of the senior TIT
.
nn
.IJ.
i
over
me
oate.
years,
classes of all the high schools In the weBl slue
surrounding country and often result that of Washington's birthday, beiTig
MUSLIN UNDERWEAR
in bringing in a large number of stu- always the same, and it is an occadents
At a conservative estimate sion to be looked forward to by the
each out of town student who attends people of Las Vegas. The commitThese Garments were Selected
the Normal University spends over tee In change is in communication
$300 each year. It is through these with a costumer from KanBas City,
From au Immense Line of samthat the merchants who who has agreed to furnish the fancy
expenditures
and
Combine
Service and
ples,
This
in making the annual possible dress costumes for the ball.
assist
Daintiness.
get their returns. .The photographs to costumer has promised the committee
be used in the annual are now being a new line of costumes both in style
Drawers, Skirls, Gowns, Cor-smade and the board of editors and and age, and as a temptation to mask- Covers and Conbination
many contributors are busy preparing ers the committee has promised an
the copy for the printers. The book extra fine line of prizes which. will be
Suits.
will contain pictures of the various awarded the prize waltzers, cake
classes at the Normal as well' as the walkers, the most handsomely cos25c Value at 19c
instructors and buildings. Several ar- tumed men and women and others
Colo.
J. P. Ward, sheriff of Quay county, ticles will be incorported in the woVk too numerous to mention.
3Sc Value at 2Sc
came in last night from Tucumcari dealing with Las Vejas as a residence
The committee has announced that
50c Value at 39c
There will bo photographs of
unmasking will be done early in the
bringing a patient for the state Insane city.
75c Value at 49c
many places of scenic interest as well evenine followed by the awarding of
asylum. Mr. Ward returned today,
as
public buildings The annual will tha prizeg which win
last night
danoIng
1.15 Value at 79c
be almost as much i Las Vegas pub- - L
Miss Ruth Sohlott after spending
u
1.25 Value at 89c
as a aoi ii at duuk auu uie or
two weeks in Las Vegas visiting her ucauou
earlier. Something unusual in the
and board of regents of the line of
president
1.50 Value at 98c
decorations is promised by the
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Schlott, school think it desei ves
support.
and though it hasn't let
committee
left
Colorado
last
for
1.75 Value at 1.29
night
Springs,
out just what this is to be It promises
to continue her studies in Colorado
2.25 Value at 1.69
'
WANT A NEW COUNTY.
that it will be a pleasant surprise :o
college.
Doming, N. M., Jan. 9. B. B. Owm-by- , the public.
Mr. and Mrs. Cleofes Romero and
one of Grant county's commisHOFFMAN AND GRAUBARTH
The sale of tickets will begin at
son left this afternoon for Santa Fe.
Sat- an
Mr. Romero, warden of the state peni- sioners, passed through Deming
early date and the price is as In
PHONE MAIN 104
urday morning ( n route to his home the past $1.00 a couple. A thorough
tentiary, was- in Las Vegas on busi at
Lordsburg. He nad been attending canvass of the business men will be
ness and to visit his ranch south of
the quarterly meeting of the county made
by the committee In charge of
here.
Mr. this division and the tickets will no
commissioners at Silver City.
R. B. Wingo, who has been spendOwmby has been one of the county doubt be
placed on sale at convening several weeks in Las Vegas vis- commissioners for the past
WEST SIDE FIREMEN
seven ient
who
places. Further announcements
wife
and
son, Harry,
iting hisj
was
and
Novemlast
are spending the winter in Las Ve- yearsfor another term. In an Inter- regarding the dance will be made et
a later date.
ARE COMPLIMENTED gas, left last night for his home in ber
view held with Mr. Owmby at Dem
St. Louis.
i;
ing, he stated that considerable agiJohn L. Zimmerman, civil engineer, tation wai;
being made, toward the
COMPANY
LAS
BRICK
VEGAS
left this afternoon for Albuquerque and division of Grant county. It in the inSanta Fe. Mr. Zimmerman will meet tention of the residents of the pro SEVERAL TEACHERS
PRAISES WORK OF E. 'ROMERO
a committee in the Duke City regard-i- posed county to place be ore the leg
HOSE COMPANY
settling up the hurvey of Ber- islature at Santa Fe their renewed
ARE PROMOTED
and Fire nalillo county.
The E. Romero Hose
application for county division. Ti
Mrs. W. McHary and daughter of have placed before each legislature
company through its secretary, W. O.
Wood, has received from the Las Davenport, la., who stopped off in for several years past an application
SUCVegas Brick company a cash donation Las Vegas two days to visit friends, for the division of Grant county. It SCHOOL BOARD PROVIDES
to be used toward the support of the left last night for Santa Fe where is thought the new county if formed,
CESSORS FOR ANTONIO
organization during the coming year. they expect tospend the winter. Mrs. will be called "Pyramid" county. The
AND T. J. CRAVENS
55 by
Accompanying this was a letter wish- McHary was a schoolmate of Mrs. puroposed county will be aDout
110 miles in dimensions and will eming the firemen and department ol W. G. Haydon.
At the regular monthly meetins, of
brace
the towns of Lordsburg, Separ,
to
Las
returned
Crites
Vegas
John
and
a
West
side
the
prosper
happy
the
board of education of East Las
Stein's
Red
Gold
Rodeo,
Hill,
Rock,
ous year, and complimenting the com- yesterday afternoon from LeadvMe,
Lords- Vegas held last night in the city hall
and
Animas.
Hachita
Pass,
Mr.
Las
Since
Colo.
Vegas
leaving
pany on its excellent record for the
without a doubt would be the the request of Antonio Lucero, Spanast The fallowing is ' the letter Crites has been with a traveling burg
to
town
receive the county seat.
ish teacher in the High school and
of
the
hich came with the check from the theatrical troupe having charge
for an Indesecretary of state-ele- ct,
been
has
and
for
the
music
excellent
an
con)nany
is
rick company. It
was
of
leave
finite
unanimabsence
the southwest,
CARS BLOWN FROM TRESTLE.
mple of the many epistles received in many cities in
vote of thanks
and
a
ously
granted
v the department
at the beginning
Georgetown, Colo., Jan. 9. K. L. for his faithful service in the
past
every yer.
Miss Helen Montague, bookkeeper Hathway, driver at the Capital mine, was extended
by the board to Mr.
O. Wood,
of the Las Vegas Mercantile com a horse and several cars, carrying two Lucero.
During her term of office as
Secretary of the E. Romero Hose pany, who has been critically ill for tons of ore which the animal was secretary of state Mr. Lucero will reand Fire company:
the past week with an attack of ap hauling, were blown from a twenty- - side in Santa Fe but rather than sever
Another year has come and gone pendices, is reported to be improved, foot trestle bv the wind this after- - his
connections with the Las Vegas
noon. Hathaway was slightly injurea.
and passed into yesterday, with its
schools
he requested a leave of abThe horse was killed.
joys and sorrows, its disappointments
RIVER SEJNE ON RAMPAGE
sence. The request was presented by
and successes, to be recalled only in,
Rufus Meade, superintendent of the
Paris, Jan. 9. The rivfer .Seine,
RESIGNS.
COMMISSIONER
memory, and I feel that every mem- which was already much swollen by
schools.
9.
of
One
the four
Teheran, Jan.
ber of the E. Romero Hose and Fire
Miss Helen Papen, who for a numrain last week is again rising, Persian
- heavy
commissioners appointed with
dancompany has the pleasant and satisimmediate
no
is
ber
there
of years has been teacher of the
although
to
of
M. Monard,
customs,
fying thought of a duty well perof a repetition of the disastrous take over the duties of W. Morgan Seventh grade, and who is an effger
be
to
also a determination
iormed,
icient student of the Spanish
flood of January, 1910. Steamer ser
Shuster, the former treasurer-ge-n
ever ready to answer in the future
was appointed by the board to
vice on the river has been suspended eral of Persia, resigned today, while
all calls for assistance and protec
cannot pass the bridges.
fill
Mr.
Lucero's place, C. C. Rob-binvessels
as
Mr.
the others made a iormal call on
(inn
Vpv the enmine vear be to
chairman of the teachers' comShuster.
every one of you one of happinese
mittee, reported last night the apATTEND8 CHARITY BALL
prosperity and success in every good TAFT
Taft
9.
pointment of Arthur Edmunds to sucPresident
Washington, Jan.
SOUTH CAROLINA LEGISLATURE.
urU is thewish of the Las Vegas
ceed T. J. Cravens as teacher of the
at
last
night
the
patrons
was
among
I! rick compgny.
Columbia, S. C, Jan. 9. The genball given by eral assembly of South Carolina be- Eighth grade and principal of the
Please aca&pt in the spirit it Is giv the annual charity
grades In the Castle building. Mr.
The preaU
folk.
gan its annual session today. An in Cravens did not return to Las
en the Fiiitesed check, as a email Washington society
Vega?
half
about
watchted. the dancers
teresting session is forecasted. As the after
appreciation' of our esteem. We deem dent
Miss Bertha
s
accompanied
thejaioiidaye.
H"
un
to ail hour.
personnel of both houses remains
it a
who?' was teacher of the Fifth
pleasure as well as a duty
Mrs. Taft, "Leten Taft and Major changed from last year it is a foreby
work.
Sod
every
has been appointed as instrucIlp along
grade
had
previously
he
gone conclusion that efforts will be
Butt, with whom
(Signed)
tor
of the Seventh grade to take the
performr.ntftt
enact
to
the
several
made
a
charity
important
attended
r,AS VEGAS BRICK COMPANY.
measures passed at the last session place of her sister, Miss Helen
theater.
J. M. Ireland, President ance at a
Miss Rachael Ward, who has
but which were prevented from bebeen
the First and Second
teaching
coming law by the wholesale vetoes
TRMN IS DITCHED.
STEAMER 8TRANDED IN BAY
t Korth- - of Governor Blease. Probably among grades at the Douglas avenue school,
riven
Qrp
Farg n N.U.. J". iton.
Provincetown, Mass., Jan. 9. The
was wreck- - the first matters of importance to was appointed last night to succeed
- -New York steamer Wilhelmlna, bound ern passengei "
and come up will be the action of the two Miss Bertha Papen in the Fifth grade
Pullman
a
west of here,
from Weymouth, Mass., to Newport ed today
F. houses as to whether or not the gov and Miss Helen Schaefer, regular subtrack.
the
car
leaving
News, Virginia, stranded during thief observation
ernor's veto will be sustained on the stitute teacher, was appointed in Miss
suffered
N.
D.,
of WilHston
weather early today one mile off the H Well
Others suf- numerous bills he failed to sign. It Ward's place, Miss Lonise Lowry
arm.
his
to
mouth of Pamet river in the town of an injury
of will require a
majority in was appointed to fill the place of
eevere bruises. The cause
of the assembly to over Miss Schaefer as regular substitute
Truro in Cape Cod bay. The steam- fered
branch
each
weel
on
a
tire
loose
a
wreck wfts
er was practically high and dry at the
ride the veto.
teacher.
".
sleeping
the
of
stiff
a
westerly
low tide and although
A girl may laugh all the time eithwind was sweeping over the bay the
Remember, girls, good cooks will
take our own
Most of us are apt to
ladies
in
take
be
the
because she has a keen sense of
will
er
year
leading
vessel was not considered to be In rnv
leap
but the pickpocket
tlme,
remained
crew
or because she has a dimole.
dramas.
The
mediate danger.
nyho4M
on board.
flre-rre-
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APPLE JUICE OVER 80 YEARS OLD
IS DREDGED FROM SUNKEN
WRECK.
Detroit, Mich., Jan. 9. A drink of
cider, 80 years old is a novelty and
when it comes out of a keg flished out
of the bottom of Lake 8t Clair It
comes savored of mystery. That kind
of cider William J. Jacques, office man
of E. Jacques & SonB. and C. L. Parker of the Parker Chartering and Reporting company were handing out to
visitors to their office Friday, and all
because Captain John Miller of the
clam shell sand steamer Canisteo
struck a bit of luck up in the old
north channel, opposite Algonac, while
digging sand around the the wreck of
the Red Jacket.
It was back in the very early '30s,
either 1830 or 1831. according to the

thing to pick up relics lost from vessels years ago in the shovels when
taking in sand and hs has some
anchors and other trophies
gathered from the lake bed. But
never before, hs says, has hs heard of
ths lining of s keg of sweet cider 80
years old.
"Odd experience Is coming my
way," he rsmsrksd, "and I expect next
to n nd s treasure chest

CHARLES

O'MALLEY

IS RE ELECTED
CHIEF OF THE LAS VE
GAS FIRE DEPARTMENT WILL
8ERVE ANOTHER YEAR

POPULAR

obtainable. For calls for polios, council meetings and other such occasions
the bell will have a rope system, but
for fires the bell will be attached to
an electrical apparatus which will be
operated by the central telephone station. There will also be an attachment to the doors of the fire bouse
which will ring the bell as the track
leaves the station.
The small fire loss in itself speaks
for the work of the company in ths
past year, which is deserving of the
highest commendation of the citizens
of Las Vegas. The company is one
of the beet equipped in the stats.
It has 1,100 feet of hose in good condition and chemical apparatus which
enables it to cope with fires of all
kinds. Several improvements will be
added to the department in the coming year which will make it modern
in every way.
The annual mask ball of the department given on January 1 was one
of the most successful In the history
of the company from all points of
view. The proceeds of this affair will
be used by the firemen in the coming year to good advantage and will
enable them to add other modern apparatus to their equipment
Following the business meeting the
firemen were treated to a real turkey dinner with all of the proper firings and liquid refreshments. Speech
es by all of the officers of the company and toasts by the members of
the department filled In the spaces
between the "eats."

Last night at) the first meeting of
the firemen of the East side department for the year 1912 Chief Charles
'tot the eighth
O'Malley was
consecutive time.' Fred L. Phillips
was
to the position of
assistant chief and Claude Barnes was
captain. Bert Kenney was
the
elected
oldest
second
by.
down
handed
captain to succeed W.
tradition
inhabitants, that the steamer Red K. Jones. As secretary and treasur
Jacket met with disaster went down er of the company Richard W. Smith
in something like 40 feet of water. was
The boat was a total loss, and very
Following the election of officers
little of her cargo of general merchan- came the report for the year of 1911
dise was ever recovered. She lay there by Secretary Smith which showed
in the sana and gradually went to that the company had answered to 11
The loss of property from
pieces, and as the years went by the calls.
WE SELL FIRE IN8URANCE
sands covered what, remained. The fires in the past year amounted to
AS WELL A8 REAL E8TATE.
became
of
her
boat and the story
iss
$14,085.
However, of this amount
Don't
forget that we are agents for
only a memory.
$9,000 resulted from the fire at the
Fire Ins. Co., of AlbuOccidental
the
Early this fall Captain Miller in Lujan building on Twelfth street and
Mexico Company,"
New
querque, "The
cruising about in search of sfand $3,000 was the value of property lost The Northern of London and the Codropped anchor in the old north chan- in the fire at Mrs. Prescott's home
of Hartford, and
nel opposite Algonac and began scoop- just outside the city limits north of lonial (National)
we will be glad to havo a share
that
ing up great quantities of the lake las Vegas. Aside from these two of
your insurance business. The Inbottom. From time to time he picked losses the amount is small.
and Agency Corporation,
vestment
up pieces of an old wreck. Now it
The report of the bell committee Geo. A. Fleming, Mgr.
a
was a section of smokestack, now
consisted in a recommendation that
part of an engine, and Thursday night a bell be purchased through F. J.
the clam shell let go of an object that Gehring, which, meeting with the ap
Charity covers a multitude of sins
when it begins at home.
rolled rown the sand pile to the deck
proval of the company, was passed.
and which, on inspection.proved to be The
tower
to
occupy the
hell, which is
I
a
keg. Somebody started of the
The wise leap year maid will keep
hall, is to weigh 950
city
to throw it overboard, but rinding it
both
eyes on the young widows.
pounds and will be one of the best
heavy and tightly sealed set it aside
for further investigation. The investigation was hastened when the clam
&
shell hit the keg and broke out a
stave. The sailors smelled it, then
tasted, and finding it well flavored,
with a sailor's disregard of consequences, began drinking. Ca italn Miller came on the scene in time to save
about a gallon and a half of the cider
and part of the gallon and a half William Jacques ana Lawrence Parker
handed out to their friends.
One would expect cider that old to
be as hard as nails, with a song and
dance in every glass, but it was not.
9f
The best champagne never had a finer
Some habits one should want to break and
flavor, and age had mellowed it until
all bad habits are bad to keep.
it was as smooth as oil. On the end
of the keg was branded the words,
The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
"Genuine New York State Apple Juice,"
good habit anyone can have.
and the flavor proved the statement.
&
It would have passed inspection under
Anyone who will read each day The Optic
i'.t
the pure food and drugs act.
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select the
&
The explanation of the cider's sweetbest opportunity that he may find and then
ness is found in the fact that it was
follows up the "lead," will surely get quick
practically in cold storage for all these
succests.
years. It was dug out from ten feet
below the bottom of the lake at a
The Want Ad. Habit is the one! habit that
place where the water is 40 feet deep.
will help people to get what they want when
&
At that depth it was always kept cold,
it.
want
they
and the sand over the keg kept it
from going to pieces. The keg was of
Telephone your Want Ads. to The Optic.
oak, iron bound, made to stand hard
usage and to hold against severe pressure.
Still, it showed its age, and
probably would not have held out for
another 80 years.
Captain Miller says it is no unusual
five-gallo- n
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Capital Paid in

$50,000.00

$100,000.00
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Surplus
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M. CUNNINGHAM, President
FRANK SPRINGER Vice President
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A SMALL BEGINNING
is eagerly watched by the whole family because
everybody knows that from small beginnings
great achievements have arisen.

START A SAVINGS ACCOUNT
and you will be agreeably surprised at the progress you made toward the big figures. With a
bank book in one hand you can grasp an
with the other.

op-tuni- ty

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

LAS VEGAS DAILY

DRY FARMING

IN THE FUTURE

Conservation of Moisture In Soil l at
Bottom of Theory and Practice
of All Experts.
(By A. T. ST1NEL.)

"Dry farming." or the science of agriculture under scant rainfall, ma.ie
good where the tanner followed directions, but thousands failed because
they did not heed the ad vim of experts These failures have turned out
to be a blessing in disguise for the
high plains regions, because the advocates of Mn farming" were forced to
take a bro: Jer path. Conservation of
moisture ii the soil is at the bottom
of their theory and practice
Many
thought of moisture only as direct
rainfall upon their cultivated acres.
But there is a limit to rainfall under
which no plan of storage and cultivation will avail to produce crops The
season of 1910 went under the limit
In many of the newly settled region
pt Texas, Nw Mexico, Colorado and
western Kansas and, following a year
fike 1909 which also was dry, there
mas no moisture in reserve in the soil.
Discouragmeat and disaster followed, but the wise beads among the
agricultural pioneers of the high
plains declined to stay whipped. They
(law a great light and from the dawning thereof there has come about an
ideal union of "dry farming" and irrigation development all over the southwest, that promises to reclaim literally millions of acres of land, millions
of acres now scantily yielding, richly
productive.
This is to be accomplished by storage of the storm waters, and utilization of the underflow by pumping
and the development of artesian belt.

The directions are: Plow about me
middle of June. Plow six or seven
Inches deep; some say twelves to fourteen, but this is determined by the
character of the soli. This allows what
rainfall there may be to penetrate to
the subsoil. Subsequent and frequent
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SOUTH CAROLINA LEGISLATURE.
Columbia, S. C, Jan. 9. The general assembly of South Carolina began its annual session today. An interesting session lg forecasted. As the

THOUGHT HE HAD 'EM

personnel of both houses remains unchanged from last year It Is a foregone conclusion that efforts will he
made to enact the several Important
measures passed at the last session
bnt which were prevented from becoming law by the wholesale vetoes
of Governor Blease. Probably among
the first matters of importance to
come up will be the action of the two
houses as to whether or not the governor's veto will be sustained on the
numerous bills he failed to sign. It
s
will require a
majority in
each branch of the assembly to override the veto.

cultivation causes the formation of a
"dust blanket," which prevents surface
evaporation. Oops derive their nourishment from the moisture In the subsoil. The latter serves the dry farmer
the same purposes that the reservoir
serves the Irrigation farmer.
As an example of crops grown under
dry farming methods, there are records for 1909 of 132 bushels of 48
pound oats grown on land cultivated
and stored with such moisture as was
available, and In the succeeedlng year,
when there was no rainfall after July
3?, the yield on the same land was 67
bushels of oats per acre, weighting 38
pounds per bushel.
Feed for Fattening Sheep.
Clear corn is far from being the
best feed for fattening sheep, especially fattening lambs. A little wheat
In some form, even If damaged badly, will help greatly.
A little bran or shorts, or oats, will
to an extent lake the place of wheat,
and good wheat screenings are still
better. Sheep should be gotten onto
a corn diet very slowly, and If lambs,
should never be fed corn exclusively.

FARM

DRY

Mr. Soaker (at
the zoo Shay!
What's In that hie cage by the
door?
Attendant Snakes, sir.
Mr. Soaker (relieved)
Sho' they
All
hie ain't
are!
right snakes
they?

WILLING TO BELIEVE HIM

Concrete Feeding Floor.
concrete feeding floor for the
hogs is one of the most profitable InIt Is comvestments on the farm.
paratively cheap, easy to make and
Raves much feed for the hogs, besides making them more comfortable,
which also means money In the owner's pocket.
A

Be Good as to Time as Well a
to 'Amount and Quality
Keeps
Moisture in Soil.

4ust

1

De Wealth It Is a generous and
helpful world.
De Wltte Indeed?
De Wealth Yes. When It was announced that I desired to die a comparatively poor man there was a general movement to assist me in the
enterprise.

WILLING TO DIE, BUT
Mrs. Bronson Well, where did that
bit of gossip come from? Prom the
sewing circles?
Mrs. Woodson
No indeed; It came
from my husband's whist club on the

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS

THE

BEST

GOODS

SOCIETY AND

WANT

CHAPMAN

LODGE
A. M.

OBTAINABLE

ALWAYS

DIRECTORY

BUSINESS

NO. 2, A. F.

A

com-

tlANUL.E'V

3. P. o. ELKS

Meets second
fourth Tuesday evening of
Visiting
month at O. R. C. hall.
brothers are cordially invited. Gee
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D. W.
Condon, Secretary.

Regular
munication first and
third Thursday In each
.
lTHrH"l rfttr
month. Visiting broth-er- a
cordially invited.
aTE FOR CLASSIFIED AD"ER
N. O. Herman, W. M.; D. R. Murray,
riSEMENTS
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
Five cnta per line each Insertion, Secretary.
..NO. 804. Meets second and fourth
to a
.etimate six ordinary word
Thursday in O. R. C. hall. Plonee
Y. NO. 2.
COMMANDER
LA8
VEGAS
in. No ad to occupy leas space than
building. Visiting members are corKNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Reg
wo line. Ah advertisements chargdially invited. W. R. Tipton, G. K.;
A MATTER OF TASTE
ular conclave second Tues
ed will o
booked at space actually
E. P. Mackrl, F. S.
Some people like Rye In preference et. without
day in each month at Ma
regard to number of
m
to Rourbon or blend whiskeys, and
CD MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
orde. Cash in advance preferred. sonic Temple at 7:30 p.
right here is where we want you te
Boucher, S. C; Cbas. Tamme. Re
Meet In One forest of brotherly
sample our Sherwood Rye. It has
order.
love at Woodmen of the World
that smooth, deligntful flavor that
hall, on the second and fourth Frifull
characterizes perfect whiskey,
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. 3, ROYA
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. Clay
convoca
quart bottled in bond. All the standARCH Mfi80NS Regular
VisitConsul; G. Laeminle, Clerk.
ard whiskeys, brandies, wines and
tion first Monday in each
welare
especially
ing
neighbors
Temliquors at the Opera Bar. C. T. ParMasonic
month at
come
invited.
and
ley, Prop.
cordially
ple, at 7:30 p. m. M. R.
Williams, H. P.; P. A.
NEW JERSEY LAWMAKtRS MEET
DKNT1ST8.
Brinegar, Secretary.
)oc' Number. Mam 1
Ten ton, N. J., Jan. 9. The New
Jersey legislature met today and orDR. E. L. HAMMOND
ganized for its regular annual session.
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
Dentist
The session promises to be of more
S. Meets first and third Fridays in Suit 4, Crockett Building. Has phont
than ordinary Importance. The repub- EXPERIENCED WOMAN wants work
Masonic Temple. Mrs. T. B. Bowen,
at office and residence.
lican majority was elected on a platDy the day, cooking,
cleaning or
Worthy Matron; James O. Rutledge
form pledging a number of important
ironing. Mrs. McAlister, phone Main
Worthy Patron; Mrs. George Tripp,
ATTORNEYS
i9s.
reforms. The party leaders are deSecretary. Phone Main 329, 120
termined that the reform measures deGrand avenue.
HUNKER & HUNKER
manded by the people shall go through tiUY, ot 14 wants work lor room
Chester A. Hunker
Gqo. H. Hunker
and that the legislature shall be of
and board, while attending school
NO.
LODGE
1,
DORADO
EL
192.
such a character that Governor WilMain
Attorneys at Law.
Phone
it
PYTHIAS Meets Las Vegas,
OF
New Mexiee.
KNIGHTS
son will not. dare to exercise his right
of veto without endangering his
every Monday ere
chances to secure the democratic presning in Castle Hall.
PHYSIC I ANSI
idential nomination.
Visiting Knights are
FOR RENT Furnished front
invited.
cordially
H. W. HOUF, D. O., M. D.
Inquire 322 Grand avenue.
E. - Liebsoh- Chas.
GOVERNMENT MAY TAKE ACTION
Physician and Surgeon
nler, Cha n c e 1 o r
Washington, D. C, Jan. 9. Officials FOR RENT Bedroom with bath and
I treat all kinds of diseases,
but
of the department of justice intend
Commander. Harry
eiectric ngnts. Man ana wire or
make a specialty of eye, ear, nose and
to keep a close watch on the price ol
of
Martin, Keeper
lady preferred.
throat, and the fitting of glasses.
Inquire 922 Dou
shoes this year in consequence of the
Records and Seal.
Phones: Office, Main 46; Residence
glas.
to
consumers
that
the
report
price
342.
Vegas
will be materially Increased. If the
Office: 506
Grand Avenue.
advance is made, the government in FOR RENT Four room furnished FRATERNAL
NO.
BROTHERHOOD
house. 1027 Fifth St. Mrs. Kings- 705 Sixth Street
Residence:
all probability will institute an in102 Meeta every Monday night at
ley.
vestigation to determine whether or
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue, at
not it resulted from a combination i"
Visiting members are
UR RENT Good furnished rooms 8 o'clock.
LOCAL TIME CARD
t
violation of the Sherman
welcome.
E. E. Gehring,
cordially
in.
725 Sixth street
close
Apply
law.
president; J. T. Buhler, secretary;
EA8T BOUND
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
FOR RENT 2 room furnished house
DE ORO IN TITLE MATCH .
Arrive
Depart
3
also
furnished
conveniently
Denver, Colo., Jan. 9. The local
No. 2... 9:10 p. m.
9:15 p. ra
rooms. 921 Lincoln avenue.
devotees of the green table sport are
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545, No. 4.. .11:05 p m
11:10 p. m.
I. O. of B B.
Meets every first No. 8.. . 1:15 a. m
looking forward with eager interest
1:25 a. m
to the matches for the world's chamTuesday of the month In the vestry No. 10. . . 1:45 p. m
2:10 p. m
billiards be
rooms of Temple Mod tef lore at 8
pionship at
tween Alfred De Oro, the present FOR SALE Home canned fruit. 920
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
WEST BOUND
Ttlden avenue.
holder of the title, and Joseph Car
Invited
cord!:.lly
Imw Appel. No. 1
1:80 p. m
1:45 p. m
coast
the
The
Pacific
ney,
champion.
President; Charles Greenclay. Sec- No. 3
m
a.
6:10
6:15
p. m
contest will begin here tomorrow FOR SALE Heating stove and furni
s
retary.
No. 7
m.
4:50 p. m
4:40
p.
ture.
920
Tilden
and
continue
for
three
Ave.
Inquire
night
nights,
No. 9
6:35 p. m
7:00 p. m
300 points being played each night.
FOR SALE Buggy and harness as RED CLOUD TRIBE NO. 4, Red Men
Meet in Fraternal Brotherhood
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
MIDWINTER GOLF AT PINEHURST.
good as new.
Inquire Annex Bar,
is a reliable family medicine. Give
M.
A.
hall.
David
1032
9.
or
well
N.
Jan.
Adler,
street.
Seventh
Sachem;
Many
C,
Pluehurst,
it to your children, and take it yourknown golfers of the north and south
Flint, chief of records and collector self when you feel a cold coming on.
of wampum.
participated today in the opening of
Visiting brother al It checks and cures coughs and colda
and croup and prevents
the ninth annual midwinter tournabronchitis
wyas welcome.
and penumonla. O. G. Schaefer and
ment of the Pinehurst Country club LOST Gold
chain and cross, Finder
Red Cross Drug Co.
The tournament will continue until
return to Optic and receive reward
0. O. F LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
the end of the week.
Medicines mat aid nature are al1.
Meets every Monday evening at
most effectual. Chamberlain's
their ha'l on Sixth street. All visit- ways
Do no allow your kidney and blad
Cough Remedy acts on this plan. It
der trouble to develop beyond the
ing brethren cordially Invited to at allays the cough, relieves the lungs,
reach of medicine. Take Foley Kid- HENS LAYING?. Why not? A trial
etnd. Carl Wertz, N. G.; A. T. Ro- opens the secretions and aids natney Pills. They give quick results
package Conkey's Laying Tonic will
system to a
'
gers, V. G.; T. M. El wood, Secretary ure in restoring the
and stop irregularities with surpris
condition. Thousands have
cost
H.
at
J.
if
you
Steam's
nothing
W. E. Crltes, treasurer; C. V. Hedg- - healthy
O. G. Schaefer and
ing promptness.
testified to its superior excellence.
you bring this ad.
Red Cross Drug Co.
cock, cemetery trustee.
Sold by all druggists.
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4:35.
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SUPPOSITION

three-cushio-

For Sale

n

Lust

The Lady Huh! He said he'd die
fer me willingly an' when I ast him
to soak Bully McBlff he Jest walked
off!

Miscellaneous

SURPRISE FOR FATHER

.
I love you!
Be my wife!
I'd die to make you happy!
Miss Cutting But suppose you did
not '

Fargorn

FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
show you.

Las Vegas Automobile

&

Machine Shop
Win, Whalen.Pro p

Phone Main 344.

RETAIL PRICES
1.000 lb, or More, Each Delivery
1.000 I be. to 2,000 iba. Each Delivery
200 lb, te 1,000 Uml, Eaori Delivery
50 lb to 200 I be
Each Delivery
Leea Than 50 lb., Each Delivery

AG-U-

GAEL

anti-trus-

tsom-'batin- g

$1,050

Ktiif AURANT AND

For Rent

Dry farming was the term originally
isod to describe tho methods of farm.
rs in generally Irrigated country who
cultivated land above the level of the
Irrigating ditch, or In nonirrigated
sections where the annual rainfall
was less than twenty Inches.
It has been shown by actual expert
ment that twelve inches of effective

d

K6e Optic

LOBBY

Wanted

SECRET;

rainfall during the growing season ot
wheat planted in soil In good condition as to moisture 6hould produce a
yield of forty bushels to the acre, and
that, on the same basis, a twenty-liv- e
bushel yield might be expected from
a rainfall of 7.5 inches. In most of
I he arid
and semi-arisections of tho
nun try the annual rainfall is In ex- H of ten Inches.
The work of the
dry farmer Is to cultivate bo as to re-in this moisture In the soil for the
use of his crops.
"Don't call it 'dry farming'; speak
ii it as 'good larming,'" said Prof. H,
V
Campbell, In an address before a
ury farming congress at Mluot, S. D,
'J !ie professor,
who is sometimes
styled the "father of the dry farming
method," went on to say that he was
no longer much concerned about
lack of moisture, but was try
Ing to spread the gospel of good tillage and of bending every effort toward increasing the yield.
Dry farming. In tho technical sense
in which it has been used of late
years, is lmposlble without good tillage. Good tillage and that means
good as to time as well as amount and
quality Is the whole secret of dry
farming. The system has, however,
produced crops in Utah and portions
of Colorado and Wyoming where so
little rain falls that the drops of a
season can almost be counted.
Dry farming saves the drops. It preserves them from the thirst of a blaring sun by cultivating a "dust blanket"
over the soil which they have moistened to the extent of their capacity.

THE

two-third-

RIVALS GOSSIPING CIRCLES
TILLAGE
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per 10 lb..
fSe per 1M Iba.
Mo per 100 lb.
zOo

40c per 106 lb.
Mo per 100 I be.

PURA COMPANY

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

CONKEY'S POULTRY BOOK means
Constipation is the cause of many
dollars to anyone. Free if you bring
ailments and disorders that make life
this ad to J. H. Stearns.
miserable. Take Chamberlain's Stom
ach and Liver Tablets, keep your
bowels regular and you will avoid
Charles Durham, Lovlngton, HI., has
these diseases. For sale by all drug succeeded
in finding a positive cure
gists.
for bed wetting. "My little boy wet
the bed every night clear thro'
HOW'S THIS?
the floor. I tried several kinds
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re
medicine and I was in the drug
ward for any case of Catarrh that kidney
store looking for something different
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh to
help him when I heard ot Foley
Cure.
Kidney Pills. After he had taken
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
them two days we could see a change
We, the undersigned, have known
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and and when he had taken two thirds of
believe him perfectly honorable in all a bottle he was cured. That is about
business transactions, and financially six weeks ago and he has not wet
able to carry out pbligations made by in bed since." O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Co.
his firm.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE
"Let's keep him for a surprise for
Toledo, O
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken in
pop's birthday "
"Cures in Every Case"
"When is his birthday?"
ternally, acting directly upon the
Mr. Jas. McCaffery,
Mgr, of the
blood and mucous surfaces of the sys
"On de fifteenth of July!"
tem. Testimonials sent free. Price Schlltz Hotel, Omaha, Neb., recom75 cents per bottle. Sold by all Drug mends Foley's Honey and Tar Compound, because it cures in every case.
gists.
NOT FRIGHTENED
Take Halls Family Pills for const! "I have used It myself and I have
recommended it to many others who
patlon.
have since told me of Rs great curative power in disease of the throat
a
When buying
cough medicine for and
lungs." For all coughs and colds
In
children bear
mind that ChamberIs speedily effective. O. G. Schaelain's Cough Remedy is most effectual It
Red Cross Drug Co.
for colds, croup and who'plng cough fer and
and that it contains no harmful drug.
For sale by all druggists.
The Danger of La Grippe
Is Its fatal tendency to pneumonia.
To cure your la grippe coughs take
Foley Kidney Pills
always give satisfaction because they Foley's Honey and Tar Compound. R.
always do the work. T. J. Shelnut, E. Fisher, Washington, Kan., says:
"I have used "I was troubled with a severe attack
Bremen, Ga., says:
Foley Kidney Pills with great satis of la grippe that threatened penumofaction and found more relief from nla. A friend avlsed Foley's Honey
their use than from any other kid and Tar Compound and I got relief
ney medicine, and I've tried almost after taking the first few doses. I took
all kinds. I can cheerfully recom- three bottles and my la grippe was
mend them to all sufferers for kidney cured." Get the genuine, In the yelO. G. Schaefer and
and bladder trouble." O. G. Schaefer low package.
and Red Cross Drug Co.
Red Cross Drug Co.

Wlsht
The Truant Gee!
home gittin' me llckln'.

I

some
Water cannot extinguish
Anybody who had a million dollars
could pretend it was 25 cents when men's burnnig desire for something

hs

poor relatione were around.

stronger.

Crystal Ice

o

Pure Ice
PHONE MAIN 227

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out thejpeople to whom among all
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most.
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture irticleV of usefulness of
any
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible
buyers, of all
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!

I
LAS

Thomas U. PI eg; Cuervo; Charles Baker, Gallup; Pedro Lugo, Moriartv.
Treasurer's Receipts
The following sums of money were
"delved Saturday in the office of the
treasurer, R. J. Palen: Eugenio Romero, treasurer of San Miguel county,
tH. 06; Jose E. Torres, treasurer of
Socorro county, $1,876.28; Thomas P.
Gable, game and fish warden, on account of game protection fund, $4.00;
QUARTERLY MEETING AT SANTA Cleofes
Romero,
superintendent ol
FE IS VISITED BY MANY
the iienltentlary, on account of convicts' earnings, $395.77, current exFOR LICENSES

BOARD OF HEALTH

VEGAS DAILY

TIED DOWN
20 Years' Slavery How She Got

OPTIC, TUESDAY,

JANUARY

UNITED STATES IS

Freedom.

.

EXAMINES

26

DOCTORS

penses,

Santa Fe, N. M., Jan.
six applicant for licenses to
practice
meaicine in New Mexico, were examined yesterday at the capital
by the
territorial board of health and medical examiners. .The examinaltuous
will be finished today. The
officers
of the board are: Dr.
j P Pearc3.
president, Albuquerque;
Dr. W. E
Kaser. vice president. East Las
Yo
gas; Dr. J. A. Massie, secretary
Santa Fe; Dr. W. d. Radcllffe, treasurer, Belen and they are all present.
Insurance Examination
New Mexico insurance
The
department has just completed an examination of the Aegis Life Insurance
company of Denver, Colo., In which
the insurance department of Colorado participated at. the invitation of
Peter Uneau, deputy supertatenuei't
of the New Mexico department
or
insurance.
A n umber of matters Inconsistent
with eood business management were
found. The opinion states, however,
that this condition was due more to
the inexperience of the managers
than to any desire wantonly to waste
the funds of the company. The officers of the company are making every effort at a readjustment tending
to a more economical management of
the affairs of the concern. Many of
the suggestions of Mr. Lineau have
already been adopted. A closer concentration In the office is making for
a more efficient management.
Tiie
resignation of the general manager.
Jessie R. Moler, has been accepted.
Homestead Entries
The following homestead entries
were recorded Saturday last in the
local land office: Abran Lucero, Anton Chdco; Thomas B. Pigg, Cuervo;
wntv.

$3.90.

Forest Ret,rve Earnings Paid
warrant was received In the of
fice of R. J. Palen, territorial treasurer, from the United States treasury,
for $32,000 In payment of the 25 per
cent of the earnings of the forest reserves of New Mexico. This money
will be apportioned among the several counties in which the reserves
are located and will be expended on
the roads and schools of these counties.
Sheriff Qualified
Ellas Garcia qualified as the new
sheriff of Rio Arriba county at the
capltol. He was the only candidate
on the democratic ticket of his conn
ty to be elected. He takes the place
or Sheriff Silviano Roibal.
Board of Education
The territorial board of equalization
met at 2 o'clock yesterday at the
The matter of valuations of
capltol.
the public utilities for the coming
year will come before the board at
this session. The officers of the board
are:
James F. Hlnkle, president,
B. Spitz, secretary, Albu
Hoawell;
querque.
Notary Public Appointed
Hugh W. Morrow of Roswell, Chaves county, was appointed a notary
public on Saturday by Governor William J. Mills.
A

A HUMAN WRECK

Many a man or woman has become
a human wreck through the tortures
of rheumatism.
The use of Pens-lar'- s
Liver-Salinfor sale by O. G.
Schaefer, Is a good preventative and
remedy for rheumatism. It relieves
the blood of those poisonous materials which cause the disease. It is
also effective in constipation and simi
lar ailments.

If You See It in the

OPTIC It's So

dyspepsia veteran who writes
from one of England's charming rural
homes to tell how she won victory in
her 20 years fight, naturally exults
in her triumph over the tea and coffee
A

IMPORTING
POTATOES

habit

"I feel it a duty to tell you," she
says, "how much good Postum has
done me. I am grateful, but also desire to let others who may be suffer
ing as I did, know of the delightful
method by which I was relieved.
"I had suffered for 20 years from
dyspepsia and the giddiness that usu
ally accompanies that painful ailment,
and which frequently prostrated me. 1
never drank much coffee, and cocoa
and even milk did not agree with my
impaired digestion, so I used tea, exclusively, till about a year ago, when I
the
found in a package of Grape-Nut- s
little book, 'The Road to Wellville.'
"After a careful reading of the booklet I was curious to try Postum and
sent for a package. I enjoyed it from
the first, and at once gave up tea in
its favor.
"I began to feel better very soon.
My giddiness left me after the first
few days' use of Postum, and my
stomach became stronger so rapidly
that it was not long till I was able
(as I still am) to take milk and many
other articles of food of which I was
formerly compelled to deny myself.
i nnve proved the truth of your statement that Postum 'makes good, red
blood.'

"I have become very enthusiastic
over the merits of my new table beverage, and during the past few months,
have conducted a Postum propaganda
among my neighbors which has
brought benefit to many, and I shall
continue to tell my friends of the 'better way' in which I rejoice." Name
given by Postum Co., Battle Creek,
Mich.

Read ine little book, "The Road to
Wellville," in pkgs. "There's a reason.'
Ever read the above letter? A new
one appears from time to time. They
are genuine, true, and full of human

Interest
Will it be the same old story on the
new leaf?

UNDER

USUAL CONDITIONS THE
EXPORTATION
OF
SPUDS
TOWERS ABOVE IMPORT8

The recent announcement
that
large quantities of potatoes are being
imported into the United States lendi
interest to a statement prepared by
the bureau of statistics, department
of commerce and labor, showing the
imports and exports of potatoes during a term of years. While the production of potatoes In the United
States Is usually sufficient to meet
the requirements of Its population,
there have been a number of occasions following short crops in tho
I'nited States on which considerable
quantities were Imported. On other
occasions, when there were shortages abroad and large crops In the
United States, too nslderabjte quantities
were exported. The total imports of
potatoes Into the United States in the
last ten years aggregated 22,845,634
bushels, valued at $10,985,770, or about
48 cents per bushel, this valuation
being based upon the wholesale market price in the countries from which
imported and does not, therefore, include the cost of transportation or
duties paid, the rate of duty being 25
cents per bushel of 60 pounds both
under the present law and its Immeof
diate predecessor. The exports
potatoes from the United States during the same decade amounted to
10,900,566
bushels, valued at $8,413,
675, an average of 77 cents per bu
shel.
Potatoes Imported into the United
States come chiefly from Canada
Mexico, and Bermuda in America, and
Scotland, England, Ireland, Germany
and France in Europe, while Jn re
cent years small quantities have also
been brought from China, Australia
and the Canary Islands. The pota
toes exported go chiefly to the West

SEVEr.
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Indies, Central America and Canada,
the largest quantities
usually to
Cuba, Canada and Panama and k-ser quantles to other Central American states and the West Indian Islands. Small quantles nave also been
sent in recent years to China, Honk-konBritish Guinea, the Philippina
Islands, French Oceania, and certain
of the South American countries, but
practically none to Europe, which, although a large consumer of potatoes,
is also a large producer.
The world's potato crop, so far as it
can be measured statistically, runs
between five and six billion ;iushels
per annum, but these figures do not
include the production of China,
North Africa, and most of Soith
America, the original home of the
potato, which was found under eulti- vaton in South America by the Spanish discoverers and transplanted to
Spain and thence to other parts of
Europe. Germany is by far the largest single producer of potatoes, net
total crop for 1909, the latest available
figures, being 1,716,000,000 Bushels,
in European
1,173,000,000
against
Russia, 613,000,000 in France,
in Austria, 184,000,000 in Hunin Great Britain
gary, 137,000,000
120,000,000 in Ireland, 99,000,000 in
Canada, and 377,000,000 in the United
States.
New York is the largest
potato
producing state In the United States,
her product in 1910 being 14,000,000
bushels, against 35,000,000 in Michigan, 28,000,000 In Maine, 28,000,000 in
In
Pennsylvania, 25,000,000
in Ohio 13,000,000 in Illinois, 12,000,000 In Iowa, and about
10,000,000 bushels each in Minnesota
and New Jersey, while practically all
the remaining states are represented
with totals ranging from one to eight
million bushels each.
The largest importation
of potatoes during the past decade occurred
in 1909, being 8,333,333 bushels; the
largest exports of the decade occur
red in 1911, being 2,333,333 bushels.
?

GET YOUR MONEY BACK

This Medicine Does Not Satisfactorily Benefit You.
Practicing physicians making a specialty of stomach troubles are really
responsible for the formula from
which Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets are
We have simply profited by
made.
the experience of experts.
Our experience with Rexall Dyspep
sia Tablets leads us to believe them
to be an excellent remedy for the relief of acute indigestion and chronic
Their ingredients are
dyspepsia.
soothing and healing to the Inflamed
membranes of the stomach. They are
rich in pepsin, one of the greatest digestive aids known to medicine. The
relief they afford is almost immediate. Their use with persistency and
regularity for a short time helpB to
bring about a cessation of the pains
caused by stomach disorders.
Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets aid to insure healthy appetite, aid digestion,
and promote nutrition. As evidence of
our sincere faith in Rexall Dyspepsia
Tablets we ask you to try them at our
risk. If they do not give you entire
satisfaction, we will return you the
money you paid us for them, without
question or formality. They come in
three sizes, prices 25 cents, 50 cents,
and $1.00. Remember, you can obtain
them only .at our store The Rexall
Store. E. G. Murphey.
If

FOR M A SO N 8 HOME.
GreensJioro, N. 0., Jan. . interesting ceremonies attended the laying of

the cornerstone here today for the
home to be erected for the aged and
indigent members of the Masonic fraternity in North Carolina and their
widows and orphans. Grand Master
R. N. Hackett presided at the ceremony. The institution, which is rapidly nearlng completion, occupies a
s
site of 25 acres situated on the
of this city.
oat-skirt-

IN NEW YORK CITY

Ton will find Hotel Cumberland, at
street,
Broadway and Fifty-fourtnear Central Park, an idea location,
in the retail shopping and theater
district, with the subway, elevated
and surface cars at hand. A handsome, modern, beautifully furnished
hotel with one of the best restaurants in the city, but moderate in
price. Rooms with bath, $2.50 per
day up. Send for booklet Harry P.
Stimson, manager.
MAPLE SUGAR MAKERS MEET.
Burlington, Vt, Jan. 9. The nine-

teenth annual convention of the Vermont Maple Sugar association began
here today In connection with the
State Dairymen's convention. President G. H. Soule of Fairfield delivered
the opening address. One of the interesting features of the gathering is
an elaborate exhibition of maple prodCONSERVATION CONGRESS.
Sioux Falls, S. D., Jan. 9 The South ucts, sugar and syrup, and of sugar
Dakota Conservation, Dry Farming making apparatus.
and Good Roads congress, for which
RED HOT STUFF
preparations have been making for
several months, met in this city today
When you buy coal you want the
with a large and representative at- best quality that money will buy.
tendance. Bishop O'Gorman delivered Well, that's Yankee coal, finest grade
the invocation at the opening this aft- for the furnace and the range. A
ernoon and Mayor Burnslde made an trial order will convince you that It
address of welcome. Former United Is the best what Is. We deliver wltfc
States Senator Pettlgrew was one of despatch. Phone ns Coors Lumber-Co- .
the speakers. The sessolns will last
three dayB. Governor Eberhart of
A NEW LOCATION
Minnesota is on the program for an
address Thursday morning.
The Wallls millinery has moved Into
its new location on the east side of
Sixth street near the San Miguel NaAFTER THOUGHT
Delayed presents are better aprpe-clate- tional bank, and soon will be ready
THAT HUNGRY FEELING
If of a useful kind. We have to handle its business in the hand
If you enjoy real old fashioned
home cooking, food that Is clean and a great many kinds of comfortable somest and most conveniently apwell prepared and nicely served, try slippers for men, women and children pointed room in Las Vegas. Customour 25 cent meals. Rooms to rent which are now on sale at a discount ers are invited to call and examine
The Montezuma Restaurant, 604 Lin- of 20 per cent. Cash only. Hedg-cock- , the stock of seasonable and precry
neadware.
614 Douglas avenue.
coln avenue.
0

Wiscon-15,000,00-
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Everybody Should

Subscribe

Best Advertising Fle
dium in Northern
New Mexico

For

The Las Vegas Daily Optic
Do You

Want

ALL THE TELEGRAPHIC NEWS?
Do You

Want

ALL LOCAL ITEMS OF
The Optic Is a Booster
for Las Vegas and
New Mexico

INTEREST?

Then Call Up Hain 2

AND HAVE YOUR NAME PUT ON THE
BOOKS

The Optic Is a Booster
for Las Vegas and
New Mexico
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T
LOCAL NEWS

FOR BREAKFAST
These Cold Mornings Nothing Better Than

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourDon
at the Opera Bar.

BUCKWHEAT CAKES
White Kitchen for Wednesday s
dinner, roast turkey with dressing, or
Teal with dressing, or chicken with

WITH PURE MAPLE SYRUP

.

dumplings.

Meals 25c.

CRISP BREAKFAST BACON
Miss Juartlta Domingo and U. Gonzales were married yesterday morning in the Church of Our Lady of
Sorrows on the West side. Both are
well known In Las Vegas and their
many frienda wish them a happy married life.

WITH FRESH EG6S
AND A CUP OF
PURE CREAM OR UPTON COFFEE

To Be Had At
THE STORE THATS ALWAYS

BUSY

COAL AND WOOD
NUT

WRITE

LUMP

wholesale: and retai;l
Af CONDON P""

tmmtmtmmlm

ESTABLISHED

21

1870

The

First National

Bank

OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building.

For the purpose of making arrangements for a special train to he run
from Las Vegas to Santa Fe on the
occasion of the inauguration of Governor William C. McDonald a meeting
will be held tomorrow evening in the
city hall to which all persons who contemplate going to the Ancient City are
urgently invited. Should a special
train be run a round trip rate of $3.35
will be granted. Should the train not
be secured the rate will he the reguThus
lar fare one way plus
it will be seen that a special train will
result in a considerable saving in railroad fare. The meeting will begin
promptly at 8 o'clock and Is expected
to have finished its work within a few
minutes. It Is planned to have the
train run at the time deemed most
convenient. It probably will leave
early Monday morning and return after the ball Monday night
on.e-flft-

Word was received In Las Vegas today of the marriage of Chester Lowe,
formerly of this city, son of Santa
Fe Engineer Jack Lowe, to Miss Hazel
Hill of Amarillo, Texas, on December
30 in Albuquerque. The marriage came
as a complete surprise to "Chet"
Lowe's many friends In Las Vegas
and the family of Mr. Lowe did
not receive word of the marriage unMrs. Lowe is a
til Saturday last
niece of H. 0. Bursum, republican candidate for governor in the recent election, and of Traveling Engineer Bird
of the Santa Fe, also a resident of Albuquerque. While in Las Vegas Mr.
Lowe was in the employe of the Santa
Fe In the shops and is at the presen'
time working for this road in the Albuquerque round house.
BILLY BUNKER WRITES.
W. B. Bunker, a long time resident
of Las Vegas and leader of the New

Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President

Msr'co democracy, has written The

E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier

Optic from San Francisco where he
is now located. He says he Is pleased
with the outcome of the recent

General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.

A

1

NEW LODGE HALL.
The West side lodge of the Fraternal Union of America has made arA

m

SJBSSSSBSS

If it may be termed a science

The
Science of
Selling

include

mutt

a means of presenting the

rangements with the Danziger brothers to utilize the rooms formerly occupied by the Las Vegas club on the
Plaza. The first meeting will be held
in the new quarters tomorrow even
ing at which the installation of officers
will occur.

proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers. To reach this
class in the southwest use the

Farms

CHANGE YOUR WASH DAY
TO LAUNDRY DAY

OPTIC
WANT COLUMNS

If you make it

Company H of the New Mexico Na
tional Guard held its regular weekly
drill last night at the armory. It ti
reported to have been cne of the best
attended drills of the winter season
and the boys are rapidly getting into
shape in case they should be called to
the inauguration in Santa Fe on January 15. No word has been received
recently from the Capital City but
General Brookes requested some time
ago that the company be in readiness
to go to Santa Fe on the occasion of
the first state inauguration. However,
some definite order should be received
from headquarters by Friday or Sat
urday and the boys are prepared to
make a creditable showing should
they be ordered to the Ancient City.
Thirty-fiv- e
privates turned out to drill
last night and the drill was a success
from start to finish.
A young man who gave his name
as Arthur Johnson was brought before Judge D. R. Murray this morning on the charge of vagrancy and
on a complaint filed by a. G. Green
for entering his house on the Los Alamos road, opposite Green's Lake.
Johnson said that he did not enter
Mr. Green's house wtth the Intention
of stealing but for protection against
the weather and- the charge of house
breaking was not pushed by Mr.
Green. Judge Murray sentenced the
young man to 50 days in jail, but
with the privilege of writing to
friends in California, which, he said,
is his home, for money with which
to pay the costs. Johnson says that
be thought the house was unoccupied
and forced his way through one of
the windows by breaking the glass.
He stated that he has been in the
east and is working and bumming
his way home to the Pacific coast
-

MR.

MORE DAMAGING

1HE GRAAF

I HMD

or Phone Main

16-17-

L

CO.

Granulated & Pearl Hominy. Cracked,
& Petty John
Puffed, Shredded & Cream of Wheat. Ralsten,
Aunt
Flakes.
Wheat
Breakfast Food. Corn, Maple and
and
Minute
Jemima's Pancake & Buckwheat Flour. Pearl,
Richeleiu, Prices, Quaker and Scotch
Fine Tapioca.
Oat Meal, Grains of Gold, Nudevene, Pearl'd Barley, Potatoe
Flour. Farina, Farinose, Cream of Rye, Post Toasties, Postum,
and many others too numerous to name here.
SUCH AS Quaker,

TRY US ONCB

PHONE NOW--

Ri-chel- iu

Shorten-

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry
Phone Main

We Have

OYSTER

DTIP'Q'i

IIUUJ

BED

tee

ST. LOIUS 18 DRY
Louis, Jan. 9. Twenty laundries
ceased operations today because of
the shortage of the water supply
which threatens to become a famine
before the week ends. Shortly before noon the pressure became so weak
that the second floors of residences

St

were without water.
The shortage is caused by the clogging of the intake wells at the Chain

81

617 Douglas

Walter, Ice

or
Preservative
Shipped Twice a Week to

J.

H. STEARNS
GROCER.

CYCLAMEN.

nil. ..

When in Need of a Nice Present get one of These

50c. 75c, $1.00. $1.25
507 Sixth Street

your attention to the
fact that we are SOLE AGENTS for the Cele
brated

REGAL SHOES

PERRY ONION & SON

Phone Main 462

as the VERY

and the supply reseJrvolrs are be
ing emptied rapidly. The shortage
is hastened by enormous waste caused by all night running of water to
prevent the freezing of pipes.
The Compton
Heights reservoir,
which supplies the residence district
In the southwestern portion of the
city, was dry at noon. It contained
60,000,000 gallons when the cold wave
arrived.

day they were put on the market and

FOR SALE Furniture, for four room
house by lot or piece. 406 National
avenue.

"Roundup
Model

Again we want to call

Which have been recognized

CATTLE THIEVES ARRESTED
Albuquerque, N. M., Jan. 9. In the
arrest yesterday near Lucero, this
county, of Julian Lucero, Atilano T
pia and Santiago Garcia, Deputy Sheriff Quirino Coulter is believed to have
arrested the men responsible for a
series of cattle thefts In that region
which have extended over soma
months. The three prisoners were
brought to Albuquerque by the officer
and lodged in the county jail. They
will be given a preliminary hearing
today before Justice of the Peace
George R. Craig.
According to Deputy Counter, he
came upon the men as they were in
the act of dressing a cow which they
bad evidently slaughtered but a shorl
time before. In thedr possession also
were three other steers. The men
arrested
orotested against being
claiming that the catle belonged to
them and that they had a right to
butcher them.
However, Deputy Coulter, who had
been sent to capture the alleged
thieves, carried out instructions and
took the men Into custody, bringing
them to Albuquerque.
It is said that the cattle found in
their possession at the time the arrest was made were stolen recently
from the ranch of Max Gutierrez near
Coyote Springs. Mr. Gutierrez reported the depredation to the sher
iff's office and a search for the
thieves was instituted.
"According to Deputy Coulter, Julian
Lucero is an
having serv
ed a term in the penitentiary at Santa
Fe. The other two men are said to
not bear the best of reputations.

HI

Regal Shoes

of Rocks.
Ice in the Mississippi river has
gorged a solid wall against the grates

FREE FROM

Just Brought Over a Fresh Lot of Those Beautiful

TRY AN AD. IN THE
'.it

to you.

rr

--

the first

BEST VALUES OBTAINABLE since

grownifj

are

better each year.

This For Your Consideration
OK

We

Them

Sell

You at The Same

to

PricejYou Will Pay in Any Regal Store.
MODELS AND MATERIALS ON DISPLAY

WINDOW

IN OUR SHOW

Greenberer

Yourself as well
as Las Vegas.

T2(m)Q'T

Put up an Electric Sign, on our Flat Rate Proposition.
If you do not Keep Your Name and Business Before

the Public you are Soon Forgotten.

IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE.

Duncan Opera House
WEDNESDAY JAN. 10th.

The Comedian Who's Always Good
SINGLE

BILLY

HIS EXCELLENT

CLIFFORD

COMPANY

& ALL

GIRLIE BEAUTY CHORUS

'

way.

ing Better Than Butter, Try it.

Golden Wedding Rye, aged
Direct from distillery
At the Lobby, of course.

Wood.

you'll never go back to the

or 18

Also Just Received a Nice Lot oi Cresco the New

the

,

LAUNDRY DAY

STORE

EVIDENCE.

Finctd
In

Indianapolis, Ind., Jan. 9. Evidence
concerning the secret stores of dynamite and nitroglycerin kept at Tiffin.
Ohio; Rochester, Pa.; Muncie, Ind.,
and Indianapolis, from which it is
said Ortie McManlgal, John J. McNa
mara and James B. McNamara pro
cured their supplies, occupied the attention of officials today in the fed
eral grand jury's investigation of the
alleged dynamite conspiracy. An
other question to be inquired into is
"who, if anyone besides John J. McNamara, knew the uses to which he
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
put the $1,000 a month allowed him
r
of the Internaas secretary-treasureTo buy, sell or exchange
WANTED
tional Association of Bridge and StrucSecondhand furniture, carpets and
tural Iron Workers, and for which he
"The fcople's
house furnishings.
was required to give no accounting."
Secondhand Store, phone .Main 134.
Railroad avenue.
McManigal was expected to appear before the investigators again today.
FOR SALE Twelve very large, fine,
Black Langshan. cockerels, No better opportunity ever offered, to im.
PAT. CARRIER SYSTEM
prove the size and laying qualties,
of your mixed farm or town lot
Oone to two dollars each.
flocks.
As I have so little room here, and
V
ENSURES NATURAL FlAVOH&PUBtTfc
have to be away from home so
much, will sell my entire flock,
over 40 head, including all my prize
DIRECT FROM
winners for a little more than butchers' prices. Z. W. Montague, 717
Eighth street, East Las Vegas.

LAS VEGAS STEAM

For a Full Line of Cereals goto

POLICYHOLDER.

Dear Sir. Our insurance advice is
free to you. It may be of value to
you. You pay money willingly for fire
insurance.
Our advice tends to warrant not
spending your money In vain. Ask us
about
"A Better Protection
at the same expense"
CUTLER BROS.
614 Lincoln Ave.
Tel. Main 124.

9, 1012.

IN

The Merriest Musical Comedy Stampede

"THE

THE MAN & THE GAME?

GIRL,

35 Clever Artists 80 per cent Girls
DENVER Lifced it LOS ANGELES Enjoyed
SO WILL YOU

ODDS & ENDS

18

TUNEFUL CATCHY SONG HITS

it

18

Brimful of Funny Situations & Hearty Laughs (Not Blushes)
Of Our

Granite & Tinware
A

Department.

$2.00 SHOW AT SPECIAL AFTER HOLIDAY PRICES

$1.50, $1.00. 50c

CASH PRICES
65c
25c
20c
90c
60c

Granite Coffee Pots. 35c
5c
Granite Wash Pans
,oc
Soap Dishes
Granite Tea Kettles . 65c

--

Seats at MURPHEY & SCHAEFER'S

Be

Wise Get Yours Early.

. ,

Coffee

Mills

35C

Steel Frying: Pans 10c
5C
5c Tin Pot Lids 2 for
10c
Dishes
Bath Tub Soap
Small Dripping Pans oc
20c Slaw Choppers (Double)SC
20c Laundry Dippers
25c
10c Goblets, 4 for
.

BOUCHER.
(Tbe Coffee Man.)

HOPE FOR THE CATTLE
Dalhart, Texas, Jan. 9. Hope for
the lives of thousands of starving
cattle on the ranges was held out today by a sudden rise in temperature
to 40 degrees above zero. This is the
first thaw in the Texas Panhandle for
three weeks.
U. 8. TROOPS

IN CHINA.

Washington Jan. 9. A battalion of
infantry consisting of 600 men will
be sent by the United States to China
to help keep open railway communica
tion between Peking and the sea. This
force is all that is requited, in the
opinion of Minister Calhoun, after con

sultation with the other diplomatic officers In Peking.
Orders were cabled to General BeU
at Manila late today to embark immediately the 600 troops for China to
Wang Tao, China. They are to act
under the direcUon of American Minister Calhoun.
MURDERER

TO PLEAD GUILTY

Sterling, 111., Jan. 9. John Irwin,
chief counsel for Harry Elgin Webster
charged with wife murder, announced
this afternoon that Webster would appear in circuit court Friday and plead
guilty to murder, throwing himself on
the mercy of the court

